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PREFACE

A major. portion of the Naval Training Equipment Center's
AViation Wide Angle Visual System (AWAVS) program involves
behavioral research toprovide a basis for establishing design
criteria for flight trainers. Because a large number of vari-
ables will be investigated,_donsiderable_attentibn has been
given to the methodologies appropriate' for handling a problem
of this complexity. Dr. Charles W. Simon has,'since 1970, been
studying ways in which the quality and usefulness of behavioral
research can be improved through techniques that greatly increase
the amount of information obtainable from a given amount of data.
This contractor report summarizes his views to date concerning
the application of these "advanced experimental methodologies'
to the AWAVS Program.

Many of Dr. Simon's technical reports, listed in the Ref-
erences, have not been widely distributed (although most may be
obtained through the Defense Documentation Center or National
Technical .Information. Service). Therefore, it is hoped.that.
this report'will be of. benefit not only to thoseinterested in
the AWAVS program, but alsoto those who have not yet, been exposed
to,his work. Altholigh not expressly, intended as a primer for
those unfamiliar with the research paradigm Dr. Simon advocates,
portions of this report should be helpful to the new reader. In
particular, Setion II discusses the adVantages of the multifactor
approach do research, and Section V provides an illustrative ex-
ample. A Glossary has alSO been provided.

. .7 %
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The assistance of Dr. Daniel P. Westra is gratefully acknow-
ledged for his critical' review of his report and fdr his helpful
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SECTTM

INTRODUCTION

The Naval Training Equipment Center is building a sophistica-
ted pilot training simulator which focuses on advancing the state--.
of-the-lart of. the visual,8ystem.-_The aviation wide angle visual
*system (AWAVS) along With a sji,:-doTr8-of-freedom motion system
cOmbine to provide a highly, versatile simulator on which complex
behavioral research iefell be performed: Initially, the primary
purpose of such research will be to examine and optimize the sim-
UIater Parameters.for pilot training in spedific"carrier-landing
tatkS. The large number of parameters that must be investigated
requires the use of advanced experimental methodologies-for %

studying many factors economically. A discussion of philosophy,
strategy, and.teqhniqUes that mi4ht be employed` on thiS program
represents the basis for thi8 report.

Two t'ypes_of investigations h&ve been proposed for research
on the AWAVS simulator:. These will be referred to as
"performance" experiments and "transfer'Yekperieents. A "per -
formance" experiment is one that measures opeator/system
performance under one set of conditions., preSumably uninfluenced
by any other conditions. Measlirirg,pilot performance. in an
aircraft under di.fferent'instrumentrconditions or in a simulator
with different configurations could be an example of this type
of experiment. A "transfer" study is one in which the interest
is in the residual effect that practice on one set of conditions
has on the performance of a second et of conditions which
follows it intime. In this report, two classes of "transfer"
experiments are def.kned.. -".real transfer" (referred to as
"transfer"),expe4iment for the AWAVS task is one in which the
training occurs in the simulator while the test of residual
transfer occurs in flibnt in an aircraft. A "quasi-transfer"
experiment for the. AWAVS task is one'in which both pilot training
ar%d transfer. testing (representing flight) occurs in the
simulator.

Previous work on this program had emphasized the planning
of the performance experiments,- the type to he performed first
when the AWAVS simulator is operational. In this report, more
empnasis is placr:0 on developing new and economical ways in
which transfereXperiments might be performedi.to enhance the
pragmatic value of results from such experiments,

.,

ThiS report .i8 not a review of the literature.. Its purpose
is to increase the understanding of.th6Se less familiar with
"advanCed eXperimental methodologies" as they might be applied.

'to, the AWAVS program. It will also briefly summarize the con-_
ceptualization of new, economical approaches that might be

'employed to aid in the'understanding and measure of transfer
of training for the- carrier-landing task. .Detailed explana-
tions will be avoided here. For a background'in."advanded
experimegtal.methodologies,". the. reader may wish to .refer to
reports prepared by.Simon (1970 through 1977).
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The followung topit.:s, will-Le treated in this, port:

a. A multifactOr philoSophy for AWAVS experiments

b. 'AWAVS performance - simulator experiments.

c. Refining economical multifactoY designs

d. Applying economical miatifactor designs to
AWAVS perfortance.experiments -- an example

.

e. .Quasi-transfer O'xperimdilts

f. Economical,data collection pla6s for transfer,
of training in the AWAVS simulator

Some unfinished bdsiness - measurement and
criteria.

10
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SECTION II

A MULTIFACTOR PHILOSOPHY FOR AWAVS EXPERIMENTS

The. philosophy of AWAVS experiments differs from that
employed in other training simulation design and transfer of
training experiments, For the AWAVS studies, a -"holistic"
philosophy has been ac-.;epted as categorically imperative.
Thjs.philosoghy_esE3ouses:the need to include in experiments,
during the factor identificatiOn and ,function development
phases of a research program, as many.factorS a54DoSsible that
are believed critical to the particular operational tasi,:under
investigation. The more one is 'able to:aAieve this goal, .

the less likely the data will be biased, the more accurately'
laboratory data will predict the operational situation, and
the more readily a quantitative, modular 'data base for
applicaticri'to future prObleMsvIcantle built (Simon,- 1977b)..
Until.'-attention was focused on .the various techniques and
paradiclms for conducting. systematically controlled-Iar4escale
Multifactor experiments economically, the sizebf the effort.
was a limiting feature to this holistic philoso?hy The
general approach dlat'is proposed. fOr the .AWAVS experiments
makes this no longer a critical consideration.

11; he novelty of the proposed approach lies primarily in
the. economical patterns -- both'spatial and temporal -- emplOyed--
in selecting the ponts forming the simukation space that
corresponds to thOse in an operational situation. Advance&

:techniques are also used to keep the information of primary
inte'rest unconfounded with effects.frOm irrelevant'sourcesand.
to do so without disrupting the economy of the effort. The
quantity and quality of=information-froMthis .multifactor
approach in almost every respect exceeds that obtained by.
other techniqueS=use&by psychologists employing the same
amount of resources.

0

'THE REDUCTIONISTS

That some do not fully adhere to -this philosophy in the
conduct of behavioral research is evidenced by a report recently
prepared by a working group of the'Vision Committee of the

training research at Williams -Air.Force_
Base, this group` recommended ways "to incre4se theeffective7.
ness of experiment's" on visual cues in flight simulators. Their
number one'recommendation was

-Simplify the experimental design whenever
poSsible. Attempt to identify the major
parameters with exploratory studies and".
then examine these patameterA. one at a,
time rather than :using a wultifaCtor deSign:
(NAS-NRC,, 1976,-p.9)

.9
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E4rlier imthat report they had listed a pumber of parameters
that should be investigated in an initial evaluation of the
realism issue, and:concluded that "the interactions between
major parameters thould also be Studied',' but only at a late,
date after the effects upon task- "specific training .have been'
determined' by .varying one parameter at-a-time:"

The report was in draft form'when it was seen and efforts
to find a final copy have been unsuccessfUl. However, the
issue here is not with the report per se; it is mentiOned.
only to illustrate the fact that the one- factor -at -a --time
approach to behavioral research still has its adherents; even
among prestigious groups with considerable,influence'on the
nature ofmajor research prOgramt. Consequently, the relative
mdrits of p4ngle_and Multifactor approaches must be examined.

SINGLE VERSUS MULTIFACTOR APPROACH'

In the remainder of this section, a comparison of two
approaches will be. Made as they'are.applied to the task of
identifying critiaaifactors And measuring their effects, and
deriving an equation 'to predict performance under operational
conditioris. A candidate'li# of.twelvefactOrs will be_used
tojllustratehow the information/cost ratio is atfecteird by
experiments employing each approach, "Cost12'here refers to
data collection cost.

.In this discussiOn,_the following claims will be supported:.

Given the-same time anti resources, the multi-
factor approach will' always-
quantitatively and qUalTtatively better*
'iinformation'than a'gingleor few) factor
approach will. 4`

.
, .

. There is certain information that a single
factor approach can never provide; but which

.

is available. when a MuA ltifactorapproach. is used.

* .

. Information is judged "better" when-' it has more of the'
following4qua1ities:

- economy in data collection
preoise estimates Within experi!ment, a 7

- accuracy When.predicting from laboratorydata to
B

.--!---'- operational situation ,
.

,

- ability to genertaize to numerous. situations
,..

- abiljty to use the data.to.construCt a modular
data base for futUre reference

-tease of sport'tirigfaulty data
.- reddbed-ambiguatY ininterPretation

.-

1G al

0 '
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Definitions

The number of factors in an
1 to N. References in this rc,
experiments therefore areas
that continuum. Traditions.
equipment design has inclue
a single experiment, and pr(,
factor designs," ah experiment with more than five factors was
,a rarity.(Sipon, 1976b). In this section reference to a
Aingle factor or one factor experiment implies .a class of
experiments by "reductionists who 'believe: that good
behay\ioral_ ormation can be obtained 1ln, studying one factor
at a time hjewever, most cOmmentsMade here regarding thi§

--.7C-I-a-s-§b-f---e-A5ref-iii-efit-S--;-Wi IT sometimes apply\ to a. lesser degred,

:meriment can range, from
or multifactor _

upposite.ends of
ioral. research in
three factors in,-

ase of "economical multi-

to.experiment8 involving two, three, four,\and even five
rtor,s4,_:,whana great-many- --mor--e

for the partitular task-under oPera4tional tohditions.
Reference to a.. "multifactor"..experiment jmplieS that it
entails an effort. to include most of the,candidate fad-tors
believed. to influence thEbehavior'found:irithe particular
invpstigation.'Merelyihcluaing more'tnahone factor in an:
experiment Would not meet the requi,..ement'of:,a multifactor
experiment as'the term is used here.

practice,., there are. usually only a reldtively,few
highly critical factors affecting .Performance on a particular'

HOWever,::-to include.mostof the Critical-factors in an .

eXPeriment, it is usually, necesvarytO,Start with a, much larger
nuMber_of candidate2factorsit. la,,assuMedthat-for-moSt-'.-
'.behavioral ,problems, persons working in the field can identify
.candidate factors that have the potential for influencing the
classof:behaVior under investigation, -but .that for any,
particular:ttsk,.only am 'empirical effort .can determine how
much. effect each -factor has, and therefOre whichones are
critical., While we may never- achieve a one - hundred. percent
inclusion of variables in a controlled experiment. we
can at. least increae considerably the number-over.thatwhich
tends ,to. be typiCal in qxpetimehLS today.'

An Illustrative Problem'

.

Let us lOOk at one of-the experiments that might be done
on the./NWAyS Apr.oram and compare.what would happen if a single
factoror a multifactor approach were used.. Let us assume
there are twelve simulator factorsplUs one'pilo-Land one task-'.
difficulty, (environment).factor, 'all,at' two levels each. 3For
the time being,' we4shalInotinclude-the laSt two, since that
.would only complicate the discusSion without altering the
conclusions. The. purpose', of the experiment. is 'to find out which

Of the'twelve factorS will be critical. in:the'deSign of a .pilot.
training simulator (using simulator'perfOrmance as the criterion)

4,andmbat performande leVeIS oachof'the two conditions (level's)
of each, factor. yields'..

11
13
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.SINGLE FACTOR DESIGN
, .

.TheThe" single factor approach.might follow this
Select' one factor - -<. Factor A and test eight

pilots on the one condition of Factor A and eight other pilots
on,the other condition of Factor A.'. Pilots would be assigned

-7tO. each group at random,. The 'mulator factors
would be held constant as, preimAhl, Tcrelevant
sources of variance. This desitiu :H in Table ^1 *.

.

When. the data has been collected the mean performance for-.
eack'of .the two conditions (Yevels) of Factor A can be calcu-
lated and the effect of 'Factor A, the difference between
these two means, can.be estimated. The precision with which
each effect is estimaUd, i.ec , the standarderroro-f-tte meam
difference (amd),-can also be calculated. The equation for this

...

ti

om . / N_
_

N.Iff.
__-+_

_0
2 2

8

02
. .50

.

__.

where 52, is the estimated error variance of the experimental,
.:Unit (independent of factors) , and N is-the total number of
.observations made per experimental conditioh.. Once' the appro-
priate a is,establishbd, this standard error of the.'mean.

''difference can 'be.used to set cohfiden6e limits about the
-empirically deter.nined means.

MULTTFACTOR DESIGN-

Using the.mu1tifactor
factdrs would, be estimated
'of 'a total of 16 observa

r.

approach, the effects of all twelve'
in a Single experiment also composed
ns ,from 16 pilots, one per observation

*

Slightly modified experimental designs have been used in
"one'factor experiments. For example, a .subjeOt (pilot) might
;be tested on both experimental conditions. TO compensate for
carry, -over effects,, one -half the subjeCts would be presented

:thqconditions in one 'order, and.one,-halfin the: opposite 'order.'
Por our discuasion,' these, variations are not critical. While
only eight subjects would bp required, the total number. of
'observations remains 16, and itia.the number of observations,
not pilota,'that will be the unit of measuring the cost effec-
.tiVeness of-the data collection.,

to

4
12
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TABLE 1. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN TYPICAL OF
ONE-FACTOR EXPRRIMENT

54FACTOR
A

Condition 1 (-)
1--

2 (+)

1

2

3

Pilots 4

---5

9

10

11

12

6

7

8

FACTORS HELD CONSTANT

Factor Value*

B
,

C

D
.

.

E

co

14

4 4-i

03 (1.1

a., E.,_.

-,-1

}-1 3-1

0 a)

4-4 04
___K.

G.

H.

1

J

K

1,

(1.) al

P

.1 toi
P.

,o .,
al 0

g
CP 0 ()
g a, ,-1

m w ta.,

--- w o-

* . .

Valuerefers twone'conditiOn or the other, deSignated
-or.+. With quantitative values, these would correspond to
low. or high levels, and be a shortened notation of =1 and +1.
The values at'which ,each factor is held constant would 'be.
:decided by the investiqatof.

,,

12-aThe experiffiental design =for this experiment is shown
ix Table 2 -A. Theainlis and pluS signs in the table represent
the high or low (or first or second)' level of each factor.

---Eachrowrepresents a different experimental condition and each
column up. to twelve 7- a different factor. With this', design
the main effects Cof all twelve- an. be estimated. The
precision with which each one of the.main effects can, be esti-
mated with 'this design is the same as the precision of .the effect
estimates in the single factor study, namely' .5a*. This, findin4,
the main 'effects 'of twelve factors with. the single factor
approach would cost twelve times' as much as with the multifactor

*
In this example, the multifactordesign is'not replicated;

therefore, there is no direct estimate of the "error" standatd
)JeviationAae): Internal estimates can be, made, however from
the, half-normal plot as shown on page 44 (see, Simon, 1977', p 97) .

15
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TABLE 2. TYPICAL MULTIFACTOR EXPERIMENTAL
DESIGN (FOR TWELVE FACTORS)

EL. jL KL
Main Effects and Aliased Interactions* BC Bri CD

DL HL IL AL BI GL FL Br, CL tI DI AD JK. EK EJ

CK FK Ak IK CH BK HK GK DK, DH GH CI HI FI AI

BJ AJ FJ HJ AG CJ. IJ DJ GJ CF BF -BH DG AH FH

EG EI EH EF DE DE AE CE BE AB AC FG AF CG BG

MEANABCDEFGHI .JKL(ACJ) (ADJ) waxy
(TABLE 2-A. FIRST BLOCK)

Conditions
1. EJKL
2. AFHI
3. BFGHKL. ._- + - - + -

4., ABEGIJ .____ + + - - -+ + -

'5. CFGIJL -1- - - + + + - - +

6.-ACEGHK . -.+ + _ + + - -

7. BCEHIL + - + - +

8. ABCFJK + 4- + + - - -

9. DGHIJK + - - + - - '+ + + -

10. ADEEGL + + - - + -I + + - _ +

11. BDEFEK t + - + + - ,+ - +

12. ABDHJL + + 4-
+ - +

13. CDEFHJ-; + - , + t

142'ACDIKL + + +

15. BCDG + - + 4-' +

16. ABCDEFGHIJKL + + + + + +

- - +

- +

+ ,-17,

+ '+' + + '

17. ABCDPGHI
-18. BCDEGJKL,
19. ACDEIJ
20. CDFIIKL

21. ABDEIIK

22. BDFIJL
23. ADFGJK
24. DEGHIL
25. ABCEFL
26. BCIIIJ

27. ACGHJL
28. CEFGIK
29. ABGIKL
30. BEEGHJ
31. AEFHIJKL
32. (1)

(TABLE 2-13:.'.SECOND BLOCK)

+

+

+

+- +

+

+

-

#
,'In the first block,: main effects are aliased with two- factor interactions:

as 'shown, along. with higher-otder, interactons.. Where. no main effects are'shown,

one of a.ttring'Ofthree-.faCtor:interactions, is shown in parentheses.

When data'from the 'second bloeks4s added to that from thefirst block,
main and three-faCtor interaction.effects are isolated from the.strings of-

two-factor'interaCtiens-

13lock I and ,Block II are each'Resolution III designs.,, Combined.they

form a Reselution rV.designi
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study and the precision of each Lst.imate would be no greater.
'Conversely, the_ main effects 9f twelve factors can be estimated
at the same data collection cost with'the multifactor approach
as one can .estimate one factor with the single factor approach,
and with the same precision.

Mean Performance Measures

There are.stillmore important and' subtler differenceS
between ,the two approaches that are often overlooked. For
example;. the means obtained with the single factor studywill
be different from the means obtained in the multifactor study.

'"This-is so in spite of t* tact that both were obtained by
.measuring Oerformanc. ..yh times at tli l (of Factor
A)-and eight times at the low level (of ,Factor A). Unfortu-
.nately-, the means obtained from thee'- single factor study'are not
repreSentative of performance throughout, the:experimental

J.natead, Ithe--two ,maans-are-alatained-by-measuring-m1y-
*', two. locations out of a*possible .4096 in the total'expemental

space (in this example).These two locations.are at the.edge
of the twelve-dimensional hypercube, representing leSsthan
fivetep-,thousandths of the full factorial. space.

But it is -not the small proportion-that is critical,. per
.se; it isthe'fact that these means. estimate are not inrl.epen-
dent of the factors held constant. In spite of many replications
and what.might appear'toJoe a. very uncoMpliCated experimental

Adesign,ttle chances of obtaining a reasonably accurate estimate.:
p.e.foi.mdnaeoneither_.thehigh.or.,low condition ..of

FaCtor'A (in our.ekample)' is very obor, when the single factbrj,
approach_is___used. This-is-becaUsthe-'ansWers:We obtain-w,ith
such- design depend on whichvalUeS.the investigatof,ciecdes
to use fof -the' factors held constant ,Beouse'they.are'held
'constant- does not Mean that they have noeffect on performaficeAv
they d6: 1

If. a factor that is held,constant.would critically affect
performance Were, it varied, then the value at which it is held
constani will make the overali,task.either easier or more
difficult-.to perform. Thus, mean performance on the. conditions'
of 'Factor A'wouWin_clgase_ordecrease.from the average,' de-

. pending on the particular,Values'at'which the constantfactors.'
are.fiXed by the Investigator. In the singl0factor study,
the combirlaion of'fiXed values is onlYoneout of a possible,
o2048 alternatives one.Out,of210 .combinations), Since-
the*single'factor experiment tells us nothing ofthe effects of
.these factors, we have no way of knowing-in whiCh'dirpotion
the bias lies nor, its magnitude. .

= With a.MultifactOr-approachthe situation is different.
..The means for Factor A are more_ representative since,they are
obtained by samplincva number.ofeonditions throughout the

'Ls

15
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experimental space. The other factors are not held constant
but are varied systeatically and orthogonally to one another
as well as toFactor.A (see Table 2-A). Each level of Factor
A is measured. -in combination with an equal nombet of high-and
low Conditions of every other factor,..thetebyneutraliing the

- effects of the other factor bri,the -mean performance for each
condition of Factor A,. The same balance'occ-ars with. all other
'factors' in the multifactor. experiment.

Graphic. example. The` above relationships may be more
easily understood if they are shown graphically.. Since it is
difficult to .dram-a_twelve-dimensional spaCe on two-dimensional'
.paper,let:Us use.a five-dimensional space to illustrate what
has been said so. far. In Figurej, two diagrams each repre-
.senting a five-dimensional space are shoWn. The' one on the
left will be used in the 'discussion of the Single factor design
and .the one on the right, of the multifactor design. In the
diagraM on the -left, at the-curfte-rs.of eac e, the thirty-twoe,.condition'of .five levels per. f ctor space, are

The conditions would be identically named in the :

corresponding positions'On--the right. The IconventiOnal:symbology
for naming experimental conditionais 'employed, where- the -:

presence'of a lettet, a through e, indiCates that the high (+)
loVel,of:factors. A .thrOUghE'respectivelY is:tepresented- The
abSence Of a particular .letter' indicat(3sthatthe\low (-) level
of that factOt is'repreve,nted in the'condition. Olack dots
have been imposed on each diagram whete data is to be collected.,

In the single factor experiment; two conditions at which
'petformance,under thehigh and low.levels-bf.Factor A are to.

.

be COMpared.are-selected-arbitratily, bc-and-abc*..:Note
that in this five factor .case; ;any one. of 16,alternatives -could-
have been chosen', all of which run pnlyalong.ahorizontal edge
.Of,a cube:in-Figure Once thetwo:conditions.are'chosen,
eight:measurements are.madeat each condition. However, if,

'Factor.0 has a large. of feet on' performance with thetcondi-
Aion c'ausing.thejligher performanee'level, then the means at
bc.and abc would beJligher than.if.the single factor study of
Factor A had been carried out with FactOr being Yield constant
atA:t.k: "lower conditions e and ae. This process. .

. becomeS'even more complex-dother-ebiTatant-factos-111-sod
critiCal:effects. .Even after data has:been collected through
-a series .of single factQr,experiments on 'all the factors,

,* ,.
.

Any pair of conditions could have been selected 'as: long
as a is .atisent flrom.one and present in the.other.and'all-other'
letters are.held constant,' i.e.', the same in'both. For example,
bee and.abee,.e and'ae,_and,so foith, could' also' have:been: used.___--

16 18
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STNGIAE FACT STr')Y* MULTI FACTOR STUDY

.Figure LOCation-Of bata Collection' Poins (S)
. A Five.Dimensional Space.

. . .,. .

* .
.

:

n Each point in the Single Factorstudy is replicate4,eight. times'
This makes a total of 16 .obeeivations. 'Iri'themultifactor study, the
16 obsei-vatiOns.arc di.,stributeCi as shown with no'rePlication.,

there is still" ipsufficient information to correct the mean
estimates for potential biases. The fact that the individual
one factor studieswere performed sequentially without any method
of-correcting or measuring possible sequential .effects that would'
cause irrievant variations 'in performance from studytO study
makes any estimates of mean perfbrmance evenlimore suspect.

,In the mUlti Afactor experiment, the data points (shown in
Figure 1) were selected to prevent the mean performance values
from being .affected by the other factors in the eXperlment.
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The eight points marked "minus" represent the low condition of
Factor A and the eight points Marked "plus" represent the high
condition of Factor A. Means ofthe measures obtained for the
.minuses andforthe pluses mould represent. the averages for the
two levels of Factor -A. Note that half of. the low level points
for_Factor A were measured under a'higA condition of:every,
-other.faetor and half were measured. under, a low.conditionof
every 'other factor. Any effect that these other factors might
have on task difficulty has been .balanced out in tho
of Factor A in 'this multifactor plan, -T' true

,Lors estimated. The main
uaLl, are orthogonal to,one another*

Interaction Effects

Wi.th:no interactions ameng the faCtors, even thesingle
factor'approach will. arrive at .an'appropriate estimate of the
effect .of Factor A. This is. true even though .the means of each
Crndition as previously illustrated, may be higher or lower
than what their."trUe" .value would, be'because the factorS held
constant are at.values that-make Performance easierf.or.more'
difficult..: When ,there is. no interaction, since both means are

----affeeted the same, the difference, between them would remain
.constant whatever-the:effeCt of a.fiXed.factor-

For example,, in a.single factor study, 'if eightmeasUres
were. taken each_on-the-_high and the lOwcondition of:Factor A,
and.if_FactorsB and C are-each:heldconstant at their high
level and FaCtors D and Ef' at th6-1.76w1.---Level.-- the data .col,-
lectiorl'pointsbC and abc indicated,in'Figifftel -- the following
fictitious data might beobtained:

MEANS.: OF CONDITIONS::.'bc.= abc =. 32;

.EFFECT OF FACTOR A=If,. .

instead, thd high and low cOnditionS of Factor A were com-
pared when Factor B was held''Constant'at the high level
arid Factors C, 31, and E were each held;constaht at their low
level, and'if.Factor C actually had .a_strong effect on performance;

4 . .

One alternate plan exists for this example. The undot.ted
points :might have been .used. 'instead of the dotted,points with . :

the same results:. This happens to be a .2y fractional factorial.
'NOte_that points- s-jdesign ere-always.lecatedmon diagonals-;-
'in contrast to the horizontal location, of points in.the'single
factor ekperiment.
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e,g., ;2, then a change from the high condition to the low
condition, of Factor C when it is held coftstant, would cause the
.Performance scores- to change by -'4 point, i.e.7

MEANS 0,F,CONDITIONS-: .b l'!

"PP1:: LP

0

The means dropped, but .in the absfahce of interaction effects, the
effect 1:)f. Factor A is unChanged..

Factorial Effects in the Presence of Interactions.

But,if there are interactions. then we cannot trust the
estimates of the'effectS.in either the single or multifadtor.
approach. However, there, is,-a-difference,._aS, we_shall show;"-
"the multifactor approach can,handle this problem while the.single
factor approachrio__ .vg gsmaga assmi _

interactwith4Fsactor A such that when the high levels of both.
occur 'in the same.eXperimental..Condition,'perfOrmance is im-
proved far beyond what would. be expected from a linear gombina-

,..

.tien of the effects of each faCtor.alone ArbitrarilY:llet_us
say-it adds nine points .to the mean of that condition.

In a single facto:7 experiment; we might get these,results-
if;P4ctor:A were studied with. Factors B and C held constant
each at their high .levels and Factors D and E at their low

.:levels me.g., the marked conditiOns iri Figure. 1:

MEANS OF CONDITIONS:: -bc abc.=-32

EFFECT OF FACTOR A = +9

But if the inves.tigator had by chance chosen to hold Factor h
at the, high level and Factors C, D,,and E at the low levels,
these results might have been observed:

MEANS OF CONDITIONS-: 23, ab = 23

'EFFECT OF FACTOR k= 0

The-iffteratIlon effect, when the hih.conditions of Factors A
and C occurredi&the-samefexperithental condition together,
(,,asj.h.condition abc)i madeFactor'A appeai."to be a. critical
e fed t; But'had-thJ investigator uSed,Conditions b. and ab
wit FactorCheld cohstant:at its lOw level, the results would.
have. d'to,the conclusion that Factor A was.not an important
faCtor, 'equipment design. Thug' heMightdecide to omit, it
later,:n 'interaction studY.. the study with .12 factors thereare 2048 p. rs of'points to cheese C

on§lderatioh of 1024 Would, have led'tb
'the7Conclusibn t at FactOr:Aiwas trivial and' the other 1024 tb.the .conclusion tha Factor A was critical. 'A 50- 50 'some

19
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may fool, are good nt ext :.-s &1 ,i(dt_ iy

on chc.7o The bill\ r .t_o two :1-1-t(;fact(

is to Lik, wle both fact is i (._-(xperimen

In a multifactor experiment, the situation is somewhat
different. It is true that with the design shown in:Table:27A.
.Wherein 12 main effects can be estimated from only 16 experi-
tental conditions, all main effects are completely confounded
with some two factor-and higher order interactions andsuffer
the -same ambiguities of interptetationds in the single factor
experiment, However, by adding Only 16 additional expetiMental
conditions to the design -(see Table 2131..- We can isolate the
twelve main effects froth all two-factor interaction effects.,,.
Although we haVe doubled. our original allotmOlt'.of only six-
teen -obServations to achieve this, we have still usadonly'one-
sixth.theeffortreqUired to study all twelve factors.withra
single factor approach, .

What ismore., in the single factor .

'exij'efITtibil 17 ifi f f e cts wonId

still remain .confounded..

Sumtary of Costs and Benefits.

Let us summarize what has been foUnd out regarding the'..twO
approachas:up to this point. What are the costs and benefits
of using eaci-Lapptoach multifactor -- to determine.
the relative importance of twelve faCtors7 To achievg.this,'it
is necessary, asa;minimum,to determine the effect of each .

kactor,.:isolatad from two factor interaction effects but.With.
critiCalinteriactionsidentifieTable ISummariZeS costs, and
-achieVeMentsdesctibed .up to..thipoint.

, Therefore, With 32 observatianS- in the multifactor experi-
'ments we can study the' effects of 12 factors-with even greater .
precision than we would have obtained-With 192 observations:
required, in the series of single 'factor experiments.' Further-
more, for each new factor to be studied using the single' factor
approach, another increment ofobseiArations are required, in
our example, an additional 16. Using\this multifactor design;
this:is not the case.,- To isolate the Mein from.ali twc, factor
intetactions;.we'can-study up:to- 16'factors with 32 observations,
no morf- th.arLinurP reqili red t. ca c nd y 1 '

64/observations -- Still fewer than the number required,to study.
Y.2./fabtors by the single factor.approach study' up to 30'
'factors with main effects isolated ftoM two, factor interactions.

, In both approaches, main effects can be biased by
three factor interactions. More:data must be collected.t0_
isolate these, if necessary., _when multifactordesiqns,are
employed No-.recourse is-possible,with the single ,factor study,,

'which 'can only start over again -- without clues -- and do a
multifactor study to. discover and .isolate interactions. The

4
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TABLE 3. COMPARING SINGLE FACTOR AND
MULTIFACTOR APPROACHES

'Single Factor Multifactor

Number of main effects isolated
from one another 12 12

Mekti estimatps of experimental
conditionsare.unaffected

-by level of other fac/tors
if - therare ncr-triteractions No .Yea

'Precision with which each effect
is estimated*

Number of main effects isolated
from two factor interactions

Estimates. Of main. Affects are
affected if,two factor
interactions-are present

11

.50a .35a

12

Detect the, presence of two
facl;or interactions or clues
as_ to where__two: factor inter-
actions might exist

Main effed-es.confounded with three
factor 'interactions Yes

;-- .., . ,

Yes-

Ye.s

Total number ,of obaervations'
.upe0 to this - 192 32'

Planned capacitpto further expand--
experimental- by. a No Yes
meriting existing data

Each ,effect in each single factor experiment was estimated
with 16 observations. Each effect in the augmented mul-eifactor.
experiment was estimated with 32 observations.
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multifactor approach builds on the original data Since the
original single factor studies can be biased for the reasons
cited earlier, they cannot even. suppiy data that might redute
the size of subsequent multifactor studies, i.e., the number
'Of faCtors needed to be included in .the multifactor studies.

Itwould be risky to eliminate a factor based on single fadtor
study informaUon.

.

Without replicating the expc!rimental designs, an act that
would reduce its. economical the multifactor approach
has no direct method of meaSurincrerror variance, and there- .

fore cannot make a traditional test Of'statistical,significance
of the differences.' With.-the single factot approach, the
within -cell subject variability is conveniently labelled

_-_2arror_yariarre mprlianics- of 4_ taat
significance can be f011owed: This does not reduce the effeC7

the_multifactor approadh, howeVer-L tor' several
--Treasons. tor one thing, the test- of. statistical ig.tifftic;Fifie

as it, would be-applied-here is.bilimited valUe in thejnterp7.
'retation of the data :(Simon, 1973; 1971b; NTEC; 1976).-FOr

.;anothert-:there are:othet:equally effective methods:of examining
-----.-whether'otserved effectS are the result -of "chance" or notwhen-,

;the -mUltifadtbr approach As used..-One ofthese,:t.e.,_half7
normal plots, ts illUstr4ed in Section V. ECOnoMiCai partial
replication 'techniques are also available,

,10-!thor Considerations

There. are less. tangible but equally iMportantreasons'for .

considering. Only a multifactor.approachin equipment, design ..
research,..'When a'Multifactor approach is used -- and we have
showri7-that7it-is much. more economicalthe information,.,
obtairied...w ill:_be.more_generalizableillLeXplatn-more,.will be
easier to interpret, and will 'enable-more adeuratepredictiOns
to o made 'from. the laboratory'data.t0- operation-situations.

, .

.

Genetalizability. Multifactdt._apprOaches-are more gener--
alizable by the Very fachatteheyinyestigate..more conditions of
more factors_ GiveTrthe,tesultscfrom_one:of the'se7eXperiMentsi.

_.-:-an-i-ni-testigator may:consider a kaide'xange' of alternative simu-,
. lator parameter's; to be truly .generaliZabler the-experiment must
also 'include contextual factors- .,For example, pilot training.
simulator studieshave sometimes .been critized because they used
pilots with one kindof experience to obtain data-that was.
applied ,to situations in which the pilOts have different kinds

f experi;ences;or 1,11.studiesdone under simulated conditions'
for low performance aircraft wheri.the.tesults were appliedto
situationsin which high' performance aircraft would.be,involVed.
While this is more,the:fablt.of,the .user.than_of,the experi-
menter, still it raises the gueStion of-whether 'or not non- \

representative experitentS Canjpejustified at all? Simple .

experiMents lack, qeneralizability;,multifactor experiments can

24
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achievd more generalizability by including not en1rthe simula-
tor parameters, but others associatocl with pilot, task, and
environment characteristics. lf introduced. -It the ber,innihg of
th-research program,-during faCtor identification stage,. iheY"
can be studied-far more-economically and enable more. generaliz,-
able results to be- obtained,

Component contributions.' The' multifactor approach can,
also provide 'better information thaft-the .single factor,apptoach
in situations where complex devices are being studied, °as in
the caspof a pilot training simUlator. While one:may think.
Of.,tbe. visual or motion system .asunitary components,- results

. may :"be. totally' misleading When compOnentSas.compytx. as these
are treated as units: Each is,.made up-of sub- components -which
have their own individual effects on .performance.or. on transfer
of training. WmoEion/Ho.motion-study -Ise case Tn point.

- Motion in a simulator.can serve two'reEatively,diVerse purposes:
--.=,AA:m-Px,vd - 1: -4,=,th'ctic-cflc.,:emay=aSe7--to

':better control hisaircraft;:or 2)- it. can Simulate environmental
disturbances :that can negatiVely.affect the. ease with which the
.ircraft can be controlled.' SimulatingtheSe. two purposes may
not have the/Same effect .on' training. A study in.Whichthese
effects'are riot examined separately, as twa independent factors,
might lead to the conclusion that there is no overalI-Ziffer-:
ence between a motion. or :a no motion system, iftheeffeCts'of.
these two components were in fact in' Opposition and Cancelled one
another; A similar ilIustratiOn might lesusedin regard to'the.:
study of a motionSystem in Which several motioncuesare

movement and G-.seats. Unless they are.studied.
.separately.(and.the multifaCE.or-approach is the cheaper Way:of.
dOinci this), their-effects Mi_ght_aancelLone.another_:

.....,,,...a,cOMpariSon,of.tWo Simulator Configurations to see which is the'
"'better might-sufferfrom--thissame Problem,'e4g.7', the existence..
7-6-..f-a-sUperb visual system,- in one configuration.: and a-superb.
motion'SySteminthe Other, configuration Might, lead,toa stand-

,

Off, shOwing both.to- be siMilar in effedtiVeneSs and never.
revealing Which dombinatiOn mightJiave'produced the super -.
simulator so 16nq sought after'.

.

Jnterretation., When' onlytwo data points areoinvestigated,'
the investigator 'has no way. of evaluating ee.borrectness. of the
results through rational ,processes. -When a:great .many data
pointSare collected inthe.systematie'manner :61' the multifactor

deSigns,'the-inveStigator.has'built7in checks in the. form of
datapattetnt. Erratic 'behavior, is more. likely to be spotted,

..

qiving:the investigator the .oPportunity'of checking whether it
is an outlier or a bona fide interaction'.

..
A multifactor apprOach, 'also. puts-the interpretation of

experimental-restiltsin. perspective. When..a.Single factor.,is
studied alone, it is more difficult to judge its relativeim7
portance to the. system. .Importance is more ,clear]y6v.iderit:

2-3
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when the proportion of varianqe'.il fvr)r- acconots for i,s known
relat"iye to that accounted.foi-.byaLl of the other 9rimary
factors affectinga particular ta,sk. When allocations of time
and money require that improvements i.n.equipment design be
conkidered ona priority. basis, khOwledge of one factOr's effect
on system performance in context with all others-is an important
intetpretative.feature provided. 13eSt.by the multifactor approach.

Prediction. The experimental-designs traditionally-
employed, by experimental sychologists have been more concerned
with precision of-reSuLts,rather than accuracy. Precision.
refers' to the repeatability Of a 'measure-, whether it is biased
(inaccurate) or not. The single 'factor approach, as has: been
shown, maximizes bias and obtain's 'a. satisfactory.leVel of pre-
cision only at consid'erable cost. ThemultifaCtor approach

holistic philosophy) emphasizes the_reduction of-Tbias-
and.at the same time,,; oecaUSe of its inherent features, tends

7-7tia-ma-rnta-i-npv-ci=sio33 qulte cconomicatiY.---Th=reative-me-zits--7-
'ofthe ..singleVersup MUltifactorabproach-w(4re'discOsSed
trio eminent statistician,,, Frank. Yates '(19'35i p7.5.); more-.than ti

fOrtyiearS'agb.': '?-1-:that.timei he made the. comment:
eXPerimenteriwtio confineS himself_ta:.experiMents on

single factors, making. a gueSs at, the finalAlevels.of the'other-'
factors,, ins merely eMUlating thetaCtiCSof an ostrich."..

,

_Because we can include,inour exverimentsmost.ot the
factors critical underoperational conditions, as well as those,
affecting the'pil0t,. task,. and.enyfronment, the: multifactor

theapproach increaSes.'accuacy Of out .predictions.. When the
single- factor approach 'is used', each critical factor omitted

-1-( -hale constant) ftom_anequationcan bia.s_a- Pre.diCtion if it :
HdoeS not.match.that EoUnd.gperationally;_eachone that is:
allOWed_to Vary in7-the experimentreSultsin,Variable-prediction
-error: -Even-at the end of the experitentalprograM:When onlya
'few_.configurations might. be .for.Purpodes-of verifca- .

detailed'- comparison, or 'fotestablishing,fidutial liMits
on the pei-formancy, the multifaCtor approach has already`
provided an o w.overall: into which the data from the.
limited experiment can be anchorpd. j

The use of EL.'seguential block technique for.data collection.
.in the multkfactor approach can help 'optimize prediction If

the has 'reason to suspeet that the order of his
,..ptedictive.model is inadequate, i.e.; would fail to:fitreality,
he may collectadditional data that would be Combined with the
origihaldata so as to enable quadratic or higherorder surfaces

.

to'be estimated. f necessary.
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SOURCES OF ECONOMY IN MULTTeAcTOR EXPERIMENTS

Historically, accepting the need tc perform holistic .(multi-
factor)..experiments. has.proVen.to be easier said thary.done, In
1954,,for.example;Milliams and Adelson, wislLng-to.examine the
'effects of.. 34 factors-they. believed important in the design of a.
'pilot training ,simulator, were stymied by the fact that a.facto-
rial.desn for 34 .factors at five levels each would. require ".
5.8 .104-' Combinations., Even studying each factor, one at -a
time, at five levels with all other factors held constant, would
have required 3400 observations To reduce the effort theY con-
sidered.Studying.only the important factors,- but recommended
that no study be done at that time .since-the original 34 had
been selected.because they were the important. ones. The-same
questions regarding pilot. training Ldmulators and a. method of
doing a comprehendive experiment continue to exist during :the
interVening 25 years. Simon (1970a; b, 1971, 1973, 1974,.1977a,

,

b) proposed,amore economical approadh'with whiCh to accomplish
.this task._ A few of the More'important principles for achieving

this economy are cited here. briefly -

First of all., it. is not necessary to collect data with which.
to isolate Agher-Order interactions. In the example cited

.

above,.it is a certainty that no '34-factor interaction wOuld'be
of any :practical importance.' Tor'.that.matter,.no-teh-,-Or-siX7,
and probably nofbur factor interaction will have a practical

-.effect on.-performance. Even -three-factor.interactions. seldom
'. have. large. effects,particularly-if quantitative, continuous

factors are'involved (Simon, 1976b). To illustrate the.savings
this-dbServatipn canachieve,,let us 'Oonsider a 15 factor. Study.
A -Omplete'faptorial for'15,.factorstwould 'require 32,76C .combi-
nations ifeach'factbr were studied at two levels, Or.14,348,907.
Combinations if' .eadh.were studied at three levels. However, if
the response surface for 15 factors could be represented b' a.
first7degreeequation,. only 16 properly selected conditions would
be. required- ..:If. it could,be represented by a second - degree.
-equation,.then only 136 conditions would be -required.- if the
-surface could .be represented by'a third-degree equation, then
816, conditio s would be required. While the latter number of
Oonditions..

?I s
i11.1..arger it is only a -.000057th fraction of

the coMple. e3-`J.factorj_al., s-

,.. , .
.

To be economical, hoWever,:an experithent would. never be
.

. started-. with the.intention of measuring 816 oonditions,:even'if
we thoUght:that a third-degree-surface- need be'represented: We
would begir'by 'collecting only enough data to approximate a

-7 first- degree surface. Then a little.. additional. data:would'-be
collected in order to test.whether this'firSt-degree'apprpximation
adeqtately fitS thq..response surface. If it does, the-Study can
stop,-thereby.achieving consi2lerable economy:, not, 'additional-
data 'would be cpllected.tp approximateA Second:,-degree dUrfaceand
.secondtest.would be made. If-the-fit.i's'adequate the.study:yould
itop..at thig- pointi.-if not, 'iewouldcontinue, This iteratiVe.
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procets Serves two Purposes: .one, it keeps the cost of the
periment as ].ow as poSsible two, it provideS the assurance that
the response surface will;, be adequat.ely represented. Theoreti-
daily, the procedure could,continue- up .through fourth'and fifth-'
degreesurfaces, although this is highly unlikely with psycholo-
gical data. Interactions at that level would more probably
:Lndieate that the data were.catelessly collected or that the
experimenter had failed to scale his data properly.

Proper scaling is another wayto achieve economy in multi---
fadtorexperimentt. Certain classes of interactions and curva-
qilt* can- be eliminated-by selecting- the, appropriate scale.. If
care-is taken before the data are..collected to select the correct
scales, the necessity of approXimating a third- .or even a secOnd-
degree surface is diffiinithed and .less data need be collected-.
Certain interactions cannot be .avoided by scaling, but in the
.behavioral sciences these occur. infrequently.

Still-further economy can be achievedif we separate the
critical factor identifiCatiOn process from the function
tionAprocess..Why:should'we collect the data required to deVelop
a third -. or seeond-degree function for 15 factort if all 15'
factOrs.are.not.truly critical .to the. specific task under investi,-.
,gation? In large scale experiments, we introduce candidatefactots
which'rationally Might be expected to be important to the. task but.
may not be'. Our first'goal.it tp determine empirically which'

are re iffiportant. A screening study for ,l5 factors can )qe
designed requiring as few as 32 and probably .hot more than 50.ob-
servationS to ptovide't.hedata needed.to order the factor's accord-.
frig to:theMagnitude of theit effect,on the perforpance of'the
specific task. 'The-extra .18 obserationt are used to.isolate,
ClAtical two-factor interaction. It is unlikely` that all 15
:factoc,rs will be. important; in faCt a good guess would Joe that
fewer than half will have large practical effects. -In any case,
even. if only a few' were,. eliminated by-this screening process we
have reduced: still further the: magnitude of the ,data collection
process reqmire to map the respOnse surface. -Furthermore, the
data required to dOielop. ..the higher-order response.surface (if
aHtest:indicates it exists) are-added in orthogonal blocks to the
data from the screening stud, a,savings which helps keep the-data
collection,_economical.

,

Up tofthis point, nothing has-been mentioned about the expen-
sive habit/of replicating complete designs. Still further economy
is incurred when a multifactot study',is performed by replicating
only.when it'is necessary. In an earlier_ section of this report,
it was.shown-how "hidden" replication' provides adequate precision
at considerable savings in data collection:, - The existence of
'trivial factors also provides an internal source of degrees of
freedom for estimating an -error variance if. such is required.
Finally,-techniques of partial replication. can be employed -- only,
selected conditions ,are repeated-- for an external estimate Of
error with which confidende limits of the response surface Can'be
Calculated.

26 28
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One final word about desi0 economy. Because fewer data,,
points are C011ected, Some information will'be lost, presumably
only:the infOrmation the experimenter has determined is unimpor-
tant-to the task. Still, in the abSence of replication overkill
found in traditiOnal few factOr studies, the opportunities for
bias to creep into the experiment. are higher. Outside of ,careless
data collection and a failure to control irrelevant sources of
variance, the most common experiment7induCed source of bias, in
VsychOlcigicaI experiments comesfrom the need to collect data
sequentially---L-Txend and trial-tO7trial transfer effects, are
commonly 'found 'as a refsult of equipment drift and operator learn-
ing. In certain screening designs, there is a built-in protection
.against trencleffects that requires no additional data Collection
(as isneeded in traditional experiments employing counter-balanced
designs). As .a result, one run-throughof a single deSign is suf-
fiCent'to isolate any_trend effects from the effects of interest..
Additional data are requirea when trial to trial transfer effects
occur or are'anticipated. If subject-characteristics critical to
the.taSk are treated as factors in the multifactor study, then in

,many instances total design replication, to account for thoSe
"individual differences;" is unnecesSry. ,

29
27
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SECTION III

AWAVS PERFORMANCE' SIMULATOR EXPERIMENTS

When the AWAVS carrier landrhg simulator is made available
for research, current plans ake to perfOrm,a number of ,

performance.experiments before actual transfer experiments are
,

conduCted_(refer to page.7 for definitions) . A brief ;

desdription-b f: several Of these given here.

GROSS-EFFECT STUDY

,.A preliminary comparison would be made of carrier landing
performance by high and low skill/experience pilots on the
"best" -and the "worst": configurations of the.simulator..and
under two levels of task difficulty. "Best" and ."worst" in
thiS case.refer to the quality of the physical system,
particularly the visual. scene and the motion system.

\This:would serve several purposes.. The information ob-
Aained, i.e., thedifferencesin performance under the best
and xorst,available simurator.configurations, could influence
future research plans; For example, if the differences are
guite\Small then One may reconsider.cond4cting the full scale
muItifactor study to. identify only stbtle.effect8 of little
Practical. importance. While this single experiment mould not
be suf\ficien.t to abandon all research, ,a small practical
difference between best and'worstConditiOns would.cditainly
reguAre-the investigators. to reevaluate their goals and
PribriitCies. If the 'differenae.between performances on the two.

:,simulator conditions is large, then support. for a multifactor..-
Progrpmjs enhanced .and. the time .invested in the preliminary
effort has not; been wasted For example; it will have provided
a area s of trying out the equipment'and the experimental
perso nel.. It would haw! Pnabled the software, ,particularly
that ssciciated with measures of.performance, to be' fully
devel pedvand evallAatid. It gives a chance for the .prodedures
on running the study L,) be smoothed. All of these would be

- done nder less demzindio,g circumstances than would be found An
a. ful -scale screening stlidy,. ,

INITIAL OV RALL SCREENING EXPERIMENT

scr ening experiment will be conducted to assess the
effect of pproXimately 13 factors-associated with the visual
'and motion systeMs, the task, and the pilot, on pilot Perfor-
mance. ffec iveness in a simulated carrier-landing mission.

didate:varianes currently being considered for
inclus on i. the first experiment are`:'

28
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a. 'im'age quality (MTF) : ,carrier

b.: image quality (MTF):' Seascape

c. Image quality (high-
light brightness): Seascape

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

'FLOLS systems

Field of_ view:

Velocity cues:

Altitude cues:.

PIatfobm motion

G -scat motion

LSO assistance

k. .Ssk difficulty, turbulence

1. Task.diffiCUlty, A/C Weight'

Seascape

Seascape .x-y motion

Seascape z motion

m. Pilot carrier-landing experience

This experiment-has been discussed .in some detail iii earlier
papers J-Simon!,Vreuls, et.al.,*1977; NaVal Training -Equipment,
Center,076Y. A fictitious example of hoW itwOuid..be
handled iS'cleSCribed in Section V,of this report.

VISUAL SYSTEM SCREENING EXPERIMENT

Because of the importance of the visual system in the
AWAVS program, otti6r expefiments should follow the initial
multifactor experi.ment; for example, content' of the visual:
scene would beeValuated. Clues obtained from-the initial
.screening experimentfcan.indicate which visual scene variables.
that were studied are the most important. It cart also indi-
cate which:COnditions of-the motion.SyStem are,,likely-to affect

-design consideratioris of the.lvisual scene.. But there is a
need.for a more detailed eaMthation of the-viSual scene,
particularly in 'regard 'to Content. The screening paradigm:
lends itself particularly to` ,such a study, namely. ability to
study_thefeffect On performance when'certairCobjectS, details,
and informational clues are ptesent 10,sent-in the visual
scene, as'well as whencertain phYsic'al parameters that affect
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piCtUre quality are set at less realistic levels. Given a
.large nUmber-of'such variables, the screening study will permit
them to be ordered according `to their effect on performance in
the carrier-landing mission. Later if considered necessary,
for the quantitatiVP.yariables, a more,precise estimate of the
function relating them to performance can be obtained'with
relatively little additional data collectioh.

e",
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SECTION

REFINING ECONOMICAL MULTIFACTOR -,710 wCNS

While the basic multifactor apprOltwell understood
and is unquestionably y-the mostinformand economical method'by which cont.eolled'experimenLsofWtype can.be peTfOimed,
there is still the need tb refipnhance its applicability,

,..to behavioral research..- Thi.544;:sSary since it.was orig-
inally'developed.for -- 'chemistry,
agriculture,' Agd'jiy4p..ii,ot always fit directly the. .

peduliarities of behav4:6-00earch,': Individual, techniques
employed in this a one aspect or the'other
Of the experlm)04-

.1 '-- may, in Somet,cases,. be combined to
total capability. During.4is period of

the cOntract-4-titiiber of techniques believed potentially.
. relevax- AWAVS. program were investigated . (Note;- _ -
04;1451A140T:this sectionreqUireS some background knowledge._

1972,L197-3-1-119-7-47-1-977a, 1977b) .
. .

- . :

'FROM RESOLUTION-IV TO V DESIGNS .ECONOMICALIAY

Screening designs are fractional factorials, generally of
Resolution IV. .'this classification means that enough.data will
be c011ected,toperMit.all main effects to be_isolated frOm
one another.and.from.all two factor interactiOn.effects-
,HOwever; the two :EaCtqrs interaction effects are not all.
isolated from.one another; intead.theyare aliased :in grOups
of independent Strings:.

Once the critical factors. have been.identified in the
screening study,.the investigator may wish to deriVe an' equation
intne form of'a polynomial that approximates the response
Surface of. proper-degree:. He will not-want to Starta new
experiment in`stead the economical approach.would be t6supple-
ment the .data from the streening,study-untilat least
'second 'order or higher order surface can be approximated.: The
classical central compositedeSignifs one popular data
collection pattern. for .approximating respOnse surfaces. The
primary structure for thlsdesign.is'the.fractional;factorial,
Resolutior01. kdesign.ol:,that resolution.iS capable-of
isolating all main and 'all two.factOr interactions. from one."

.Thus,. there is agapbetWeen the size of the fractional
faCtorial(iOf the screening design at:the end'' of the factor
identificatiOn phase,and that of the fractional. factbrial at the
beginning:of the.response surface phase The question is .whatis themost'econOmical method'of collecting the.data required
to fill this gap?
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. There were.a number of papers in the statistical literature.
.,that had appeared potentially'useful.forsolving this.problem.
The following represent-some of. the papers that were reviewed:

Draper, N. R. and Mitchell, T. J., Construction
of the set of 256-run designs of resolution
5 and the seta of even 512-run designs of
resolution 6 with special reference to the
unique, saturated deSigns. The Annals of
Mathematical Statistics, 1968, 39, 246-255.

John, P. W. M., Augmenting 2.
n -1

designs.
Technometrics, 1966., 8, 469-480.

Pajak, T. F. and Addelman, S., Minimum full
sequences of 2n-m resolution III plans.
J. Royal Stat. Soc., Series B, 1975, 37,
88-95.

.Whitwell, J. C. and MorbOY, G. K., Reduced
designs of resolution-five. -Technometrics,
1961,'....3, 459-477.

Addelmani. S., Symmetrical .and as ymmetrical
fractional factorial plans: :TeChnometricS,
1962, 4/ 47-577'

Addelman-,.S.,, Sequences of.two-leveL fractiOnal
. factotial plans. Technometrics,.1969, 11!

4777509.-

,
.

Eath represented Spme form of sequential; approach to the
Resolution V de-Sign through a series of blocks in which more
sources of variance were isolated as more blocks of,data were
collected. The economy of this approach lay in the fact 'that
the investigator could stop the data collection when all crit-.
ical,sourCes of variance had been identified.

After examining these and other papers, it was decided
they. offered no solution for the immediate' problem since the
initial blocks. Were-not always the same as those used in the
screening design's to be used in' AWAVS,.. and when preplanned
blocks are used more knowledge is assuMed :than is.ordina;ily
available. They may result in'unnecessary data,,collection;
While other uses might be found for these techniques, it was
_decided that tor the AWAVS problem, individUal isolation of.
:,critical sources still seemed to be the best approach.. This .

means that for any string of.tWo factor interactions showing
a critical overall effecti, data would, be collected to isolate.'
which, interactions accounted for-the effect: (Simon, 1973, pp

'7-116-125; Daniel, 1962; 1976). Since the primarypurpose in
AWAVS-is identification rather than xpsponse surface at-

,least initially -- this'procedure seems the most straightfor-
warctand aeaSt expensive. The same would hold true if there
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is evidence that some three facto'r interactions might be present
'and biaSing the main effects with which they are'aliased-. The
individual, rationally guided search seems much more effec-
tive and economical than gross procedures for collecting blocks
of data mechanically.

, .If the .Critical tWo,factorintetactiOns are isolated from
the others, even though all two factorinteractions have not

beenisolated, the. result is'for'all practical purposes the
sate'as'Af. a complete RescilutionN design had been used. This
is referred to'as a ''reduced.deSign of Resolution V."

'SCREENING DESIGNS WITH SOME-FACTORS AT MORE THAN TWO LEVELS

Whenscreening designs involve qualitative factors, the
investigator may wish to include more than two conditions of
a particular factor.. For example, in AWAVS there might have
been_three.or even more distinct techniques -for superimposing'
the ship scene on the. background scene. Had this been the Case,'
therewouIdbe no good basis for selecting which two shOuld-be

.:- used for the extreme cases needed, inthe.sereening design
-Occasionally, even with qUantitative,factors; a design for
handling. a three level.factor might .be. needed.-There,are.
times, for example, .when a factor is "snot for all practical
purposes.continuouS, and an. investigator might wish to treat'
it akqualitative. -More important are those-factOr'smaythat may
show a totalreversal inpetformance level over it range,

..sometithes.referred to as a U- shaped petfortance curve. In that
--case,an investigator might wish-to.inclilde.a third level-
' during the screenirigqprocess rather than try to. guess where.
thethe= bend occurs in order to set one of the two levels. at .that
point of.-maximum effect. How then tight a three or fout'level.

..factor_hre included in the conventional- fractional factor-
ial used-as a'Sereening design?

One might make the three level factor completely orthog-
onal to the Other factots in theScreening.design.. That would

. mean that the fractional factorial would be repeated three
times once each. combined with adifferent,leVelc While'
this is,a clean approach;.it might.:prove to be uneconomical.
It:would be more so if there were tour condition's In the
qualitativeactor.

' '' hThere already exist mixed level 2 m 3. ,,and 2,m4 n fractional
designs that have'been pUblisheth 471Owevertheseare usually
litited.tb,Resolution V: fractional factorials whiCh would be
too 'Costly to -use for.screeningpurposes- ..

.

Still a third technique is to modifythe _screening desigv
to include a three (or lour) level factor. This canbe done
economically by applying the Principle of Proportional
Frequencies.to the-2k-P desgn._ This -pinciplestates that
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". .a mecessary.andsufficient condition that the main'
Oeffects estimates of two factors' will be i5

that the leVels of one factor occur with each of. the levels
of e other factor with proportional frequencies.." Further:-
mo it',also states that ". . . for main .effects to be
o 6gonal to'twO. factor interaction'effectse each combination`
of the levels of two factors. must.occur with thelevelS of
another main effect with proportional. frequencies.".

Employing,this prinCipleAddelMan (1963,.p. 60) shows
how three two -level factors can be replaced by one-four-level
faCtor. Then he shows-how afour levelfactor,-can.be ballapSed
to form a three Ievel.factor,. employing the. same principle.
Neither method i5 difficult to understand nor to do and so the
detailS willnotbe repeated Lere. IiecauSe three o£ the,two-'.
level factorS in the screening design must be 5acrificed.t0:
includea three or a four leVel factor in.the:new. design; the
nUmber.pffactors that-Can.be screened in this modified deSign .

is reduced. There are times', therefore, when.the-size' of the
screening..design'would have to be..increased to.-handle the
desired number of factors.

-

.

If trend- robuSt screening designs Are used,. the' three or
four leveljadtors'will not be.asrobust,to.trends-as the
individual original factbrs. -5,ome.combinatione,.hoWever, are
better` than OtherSand must be discovered for each .design.
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SECTION .V

ApPLYINGECONOMICAL MULTIFACTOR DESIGNS TO
'AWAVS PERFORMANCE EXPERIMENT AN EXAMPLE

In this section-a'fictitious example will be .used to show
now economidal-multifaCtor deSigns,.might be applied to*an AWAVS
'performance.eXperiMent.

.

To reach this phase:Of-the research program, it is. assumed
'that the equipment has been built and ,debugged, both experi- -
..Menters and pilot subjects.haVe been properly and adequately
briefed, the list of candidate factors hasbeen:chosen by.
eXpertS after.an informed analysis, appropriate performance
'measures have:been selectediand the hardware and software
required to obtain and analyze tha information,' either. on -line
orHShartly, thereafter.; have been checked out. It is also.
assumed that this behavioral study is 'a dedidated one;:that,i

:all-who are.involved.with-it have set aS.a primary goal the,
collection of information'thatwill'be of practical-and'
enduring value..'

EXPERIMENTAL OBJECTIVES

'The experiment will have two primary objectives: one, to
deterMine which of a",large list of candidate factors supplied
by experts have.nontrivial:effects on pilot performance for
the specific task in the simulator; -two; to obtain a respOnse
.sdrface that,describeS.the relationship between Tilot:perfor-,.
-mance and fhe simulator Parameters for' the specific task.

EXPERIMENTAL FACTORS.

A list of: candidate factors prOPosed'for.the'first. major
.AWAVS experiment on.daytime carrier landing include the
'following: nine simulator facttbrS, three task difficulty
(enVironMent); .factorsr;and one pilot experience factor. These.
are_ listed on page 29 'of this report.

Each factOr will be studied initially at two levels'. or
twoeonditions. The level's would -be sett at practical limits
Of the operational space. The two conditions might .bebach'of.'

.rtwo alternativesi.Selectedtd.representthe,..maximum range of
_difficulty,'or they might be,.the,preSende andabeence,of some
simulator characteristic. SubSequently other levels. could be.
added if they. exist and if:the. addition iS:warranted from an
interpretation of the.data_already:collected.

EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS.

Pilots already capable of flying the simulator with minimum
training wou10 be employed in the .first experiment. ThiS is a
,perforMance study, not a transfer of;training study. Two groups
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with distinct skill/experience loVelS would be uSed. One would
have ractically no carrier landing experience; the other.Would
have had:considerable .carrier landing experience.

EXPERIMENTAL PLAN AND PROCEDURE

The first step of the program is to identify which are the_
faCtorS inth6.' long candidate list. The strategy here

is to avoid.wasting'time.and effort collecting data about
factors that haveincidental or no effect on the particular-
task. Factors are inclUded in-the:candidate list because they
are believed to'play.a role in the general probleM class;lbUt
only the experiment can determine to what extent each plays a
role fOr thespecific task under investigation. By quickly
and inexpensively eliminating-the'faciore of little pActical
importance, we. can get on with the business of understanding
the effects of the. critical fadtors. .

- The identification process can best be achieved through
the .use of a "soreening"design (Simon, 1975; 1977a, 19_77b). .

There are several types of screening-plans that might be .selec-
ted depending on the availability of subject.ana whether we,. ,

intend to test each-subject on:all'experimental'Conditions-oi:
:Jt is impossible .to discusshere_all of the alternatives

that must be considered by the experimenter anethe nuances
involved in selecting one. or the other. There' is. no cookbook
approach, the experimentermuSt-be.knOwledgeable about what to
consider, the alternatives available, and the-conSequences of
each deci*sion. :We.will, by way-of illustration, select a
particular.design that would permit:us to testa pilot on. all
experimental-conditions, without concern for .the more common. .

trend effe,77ts-7- linear, quadratic,. and cubic -- that might
biaS'the effects of interest. If skilled. 0.1ots-.are'used and
-precautions taken to'minimize trial-tO-trial carry -over
effects, as an initial effort,. such. a studicaniprovide' an'
imMediateovervieW,'of the prOblem and provide clues as_to what
the'next step should. be.*.

The data collection plan would be a'Resolution IV design
of the form shown in Table 4 that is capable of estimating-the

,main effects of up to 1( factors independently of two factor
interactions.by testing performance on 32 experimental condi-,
tions. The special_feature of this particular screening plan
is . that the experimental effects, e.g., of the simulatorPand
the task difficulty factors; will be Minimally biased if.there

O

7.

An alternate approach would be' to run _di .f-fere-nt-s-u-b56C1

on _each ,experimental -co ndl-tia ..e4, equipment configuration),,.
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are linear; quadratic, or cubic .trend effects (e.g., subject
learning; equipMent-drift) running through the data. This
particul.arResolution IV screening design is said to be robust,
or xesiStant, to trends (SimorG 1977a) .

Pilot experience may be treated as any other, factor and
included within the experiMental design, or as in this example,
may he introduced as an additional'factor, outside of and .

'orthogonal to the design. The decision to.,,includean.experi-
mentalfactorwithiil or outsidethe design -- for exaMple,\task
difficulty factors might also be .added.outside the screening
design .L---depends on logistical' considerationsipalanced against:
economy and.information quality.: In our example, wewill keep
the. twelve factors within the screening, design and 'pilot experi-
ience outside it. Thus, 'in this example;, each pilot used will
be tested 'on all 32 conditions, and at least onehigh and one

.

low experience pilot wouldbe studied.

Before continuing with, the description of the experiment,,
let us examine the characteristics of thiS 'particular 21 ?i-v7
screening design Cse0 Table 2Ehere-are--32 different
experimental conditions purposely selected out of a possible212 = 4096 in.the complete fadtorial. Each row of the experi-.
mental design represents a-different experimental condition.
The plus Dr-minus sign in the column under-each factor (main
effects only) shows whidh of theHtWo levels the Jexperimenter
would use when setting up each Condition.: Conditions are to
be run in the order shown,

The_ considerations involved in handling multiple perfor-
mance measures, the.delpendent variables.; areiMuchitoo compli-

, cated to discuss. here. Therefore, -for this example, we will
assume that a decision has been made and fo each condition a
single or composite performancescOre has een obtained._ The
experimental conditions are selected so th t we base our
estimate of the mean of each condition of each factor on 32
observations. We can estimate the ma -in eifect of.eich'factor
'independently of-one another-and-of any ywo factor interaction:
Each mean, however, will be aliased with a string of three

-.factor interactions. The effects of still higher-order
interactions are also aliased with thes'e effects but can be.
ignored since the, probabiiity that the would have any
practical effect is negligible. Sind the design is capable
Of handling ,up'to 16 factor$ and we wAll'useonly twelve
Columns, the design provides some information regarding
stringsof-three factor interactions!notaliased with main
effects. The effects of strings of/two factor. interactions:
with eight.or fewer different interactions per string can he
estimated independently of one another and of. the main and
three factor interaction effects. iThis data provides clues
regarding the presence of critical; two factor interactions.
In the screening phase, knowledge bf interactions is only
,important if it affects the selecion or elimination of a
factor.

.
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A prime feature of this design is the order in which the
experimental Conditionsare presented to thesubjectfor
testing They are ordered in the design so that when the
data is collected, no main effect will be biased by_any linear
or quadratic trend running through the data and only two
would be affected trivially (l'or 2'percent)by a cubic trend'.
The actual values are shownbelow,the experimental. design in
Table 4. This is an'importantadvantage when a,, single subject
:is tested serially:- TheresiAance to trend occurs' with,this
design without having to reduce the economy of the deSign by

.. -

adding more conditions or ceunterbalancing(the .ones that are
,

.used,

If changing the level of,a'factor is difficult or time.
consuming, then the proposed experimental design per se. is
cumbersome. In the-AWAVS experiment, changingthe circuit
boards for the MTF of the carrier image' May become very time
consuming since the equipment:mustbe turned off during the
change an'd then warmed up after it has been turned on again;'
delay .can disrupt a subject's rapport.. Several methods are

could be pulled outsid&the -design and changed only afew
times'while the 'remaining factors are nested within it.. Two,.
.the'design shown in Table 4 can be modified in a way that
Will reduce the number of changes required. In'making this.
modification, however, the degree to which thedesign is resis-
tant to trends is diminished slightly. (Simon, 1977a). Three
the:best method, when feasible,. is always to modify the'
equipment to simplify changing conditions. While possibly
initially costly, for any extended resear8h program, it can be
justified by the savings in time and the improvement in data
Aauallty-.

Analysis of the First. Set of pata

Once the performances at the 32 data, points have been
measured for a, single'pilot, whatever his experience level,
the data can be analyzed. This analysis is extremely simple,
consisting of finding the mean difference between` high (+)
and low (-)Iconditions in each column. This can be 'expedited
by using Yates' algorithm (Simon, 1977a).

1

The results of such an analysis is illustrated (using
fictitious data*).in Table 5. In this example the twelve.

*
The numbers were taken from an actual experiment, so they

do reflect what can be expected from a real experiment. Howes

ever, the context in which they appear has been modified to
fit' the example.
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TABU 5. ANALYSIS 01 FICTITIOUS AWAVS DATA FROM DESIGN

1 2

.Mean Eta
Rank Difference, Squared

;'(largest 1st) Source (Effect) (n2)

IN TABLE 4.

3

emulative
Proportion
of Variance.

_Accounted For

31 E .3359 .2662 .2662
30. ' A .2422 .1384 .4046

. 29 G .2266 .1212 .52'58
28 .2266 .1212 .6470

..27 F; A.797 .0762 .7232
,26 K .1172 .0324 .7556
25 .1172 .0324 .7880
24 D. .1016 .0244 .8124
23 .1016 .0244 .8368
22 AK,DE,GI,IIJ - .1016 .0244 .6612
21 EL,FK,GJ,HI .1016 .0244 ,8856.
20 AI,13E,EJ,GK .1016 .0244 .9100

-0859 .9274
18 BK,DI;EG,JL, ..0703 .0116 .9390
17 AE;BI,CJ,DK .070 3 .0116 .9506
16 (ABK,...L)* - .0547 .0070 :9576
15 lI ..0547 .0070 .9646
14 (AEL,...)* .0547 .0070 .9716
13 AB,CF,DGIEI,HL .0391 .00.36 .9752
12 AC,BF,011,Ej,GL .0036 .9788
11 AH,BL,CD,FG,JK - .0391 .0036 .9824
10 B .0234 .0013 .9837
9 J .0234 .0013 .D850
8 (AEH,...)* _0234' .0013 63
7 Bj,CI,EFiKL - .0234 0013 .98X6
6 AL,BH,CG,DF .0234 .0013 .988v
5 CK,DJ,EH;IL .0234 .0013 .9902
4 AD,BG,CH,EK,FL - .0234 .0013
3 .007B .0001 .9916
2 L .0078 .0001 .9917
1 AG,BD,CL,FH,IK .0078 .0001 .9918

Represents a string of three-factor interactions
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simUlator,and,task difficulty fctbrs were included in the .

design and the prOblem of level chanyinghas been solved, with--

out mouifying the design. We will examine the fictitious
results from a single pilot tested on all 32 conditions.

The resultsin Table 5 listed the.effects of each source
of variance main, two factor anti three factor interaction
strings -7 in order of their magnitude (Col. 1) The.proportion
of the,total variance contributed by each independent source.
is shown in Col.. 2. The cumulative proportion accounting for
all.sources as each succeeding one is included is shown in
Col. 3.

The investigator must decide which sources of variance
are critical. Within some -reasonable limits-he can probably
state what-miniMum size effect (difference) he'considers to be
of practical importance. He will ordinarily have little.diffi-.
culty eliminating thOse'veryySmall effects that would be,
.conSidered trivial. .He can also recognize the_obviouSlY
Critical factors.which.have very large effects. .Therefore, the
major probjem for the investigator is to-decide which of the
marginal effects.aLe to be considered important. Let us say
for this illustration that a mean difference (an effect) of less.
than .10 is probably trivial. That -would mean that Factors E,
'A, and G are probably critical, while,F and K are marginal for
this. particular task (and within the limits set by the experi-,
pent) and .Factor D is right on the line*,. If Col. 2 is examined,..
we can see that FaCtor F .accounts for approximately eight percent of
the. variance in this experiment and Factor \K accounts for three
percent, The other three (E, A, and aremarkedly_higner,-
..lf.weexamine..COl..-3.,wesee-that:fet.Mail-Leffects only, if FaCtors

A, G, F, K, and D are terms in a first brder:polynomia.r, there-
qcession would account for approximately 66 percent of the total'
arl.ance.

:If the effects orall.sourCes up to and.including- Factor D
were included in .a regression equation; we .would account Tot 81.
percent of the total. variance. Ifall sources up. to and including..
Factor K were .included in an equation which. would be .esscentia115v
a first order polynomial with an additional term representing a
string of three factor interactions, we would account for 76 percent
ofthe performance variance in this experiment. The 76 percent, re-

: presents a multiple correlation of .87, which is -respectable since it is

* . .

There are other considerations that would be involved in
this interpretation, too detailecito describe_here. .Once
again, the investigator cannot analyze his data mechanically;
he must understand the process-and apply it wisely.
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based on five factors out of twelve originally believed impor- °

tant by a groupof experts, and' in faCt, .represents a prediction
basedon all 12 -- for this task, subject-type, and within the
limits of the experimental conditions'.

But we cannot.arbitrarily add or dismiss sources of
,variance in this way. We could. make ourselves "look good" by
adding more and more,, ithough it would have.'little meaning
operationally. We net. 'other Criteria to make our selection
at the point the differences.approachthe trivialevel and, the
proportion 'of:variance accounted for by:each,new addition is
Small.- Although therewere no-,replications,in the design by
which to estimatean.ertor'variance (this willbe further
discussed later), we can use order statistics to - estimate what
the error variance is and whether zn observed effect is larger
than one might-expect to find by 'chance.

.

' In Figure 2,' a half-normal plot is shown of all 31 effects --
the,mean differences -- of the study. The slant line represents
a:norMal distribution of a'set of effects. All effects loCated
td, the right of this line would therefore be considered larger
than-one-might-expect by chance. It is clear that neither the
effects of D'nor Kin this study were larger than'might have
'been expected r chance. ,he four factors E, A,, G, .and F,
along with the string' of triple interactions, accounted for 72 percent
of the variance, yielding a. Multiple correlation Of'.85-+ .10.

The study would,be.repeated using the pilotS with different
amounts of experience. ExaMination of both sets of results,
separately and in combination,' looking for patterns and for
marked differences, Would_be -an-important-part of .the analysis;

Having reached this point, an .investigator has "a number
of choices. If the only purpose of the experiment is to
identify the ctitical'.factors,' we have come close to it already.
Whether' or net Factor,KOr any of those with even smaller
effects would be bsedat the level(configpration)' producing the
highest' performance nojonger a decision based on performance.
Since the differences in performance are marginal, costs and
technical, considerations become the overriding criteria. In a
program such as AWAVS,\other criteria, e.g., transfer effec-
tiveness, can also determine whiCh configuration would be used.

The first Objective of this experiment has still not been
met until we have \dhswered a few more guestions. One of them
is:- What interaction(s) withiathe string showing the large
composite effect actually accounted for that effect?, It. is
possible that that interaction might include.aHfactor.that was
not one:of ,the four selected as critical. In other words, before
we can be sure -we --have not omitted a critical factor, we should
collect:some additional data to see which one of the triple
interactions in the string (listed in Table 6 ))was'respOnsible
for the large.effect.
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TABLE 6. THREE FACTOP INTERACTIONS-IN THE
CRITICAL IN TABLE 5

ABJ ACI AEF 'BCE CEF
CGK DGJ Dui. 'EGH EIJ

If we wish to isolateithe effects of each of these inter-
actionsfroM-one another, we would have to collect' performance
dateat e minimum often new coordinates, although.for the
sake of balance, .16 would probably he used.' However, 'we can
make some preliminary'guesseS'that might reduce the.effort.
For example, if we only considered the Interactions that were'
'composed of some of.the four factors that we knew were
critical, we would only have to isolate

AEF:

. This is also the one identified if we were to consider those
, containing all factors in the upperhalf of the plot.. In this
way, if we find it does account for most of the observed effect
in that. string, we'd not have to collect any more data In
theOry, we could-estimate the.effect of the' AEF. interaction in
thesame waywe estimated. the effect of Factor A, by finding

/5
two conditions, one of which represents the +- dition of

.

Interection.AEF.and one which represents the. condition of AEF.
Obviously.;_conditionseef and (1) would serve these requirement's.
Also abef end-b, acef and c,:abCdef and'bcd,.and so forth..
Several of these might be used to increase.-the reliability of
the estimate.

. If the magnitude of the AEF'effect did .not correspond
in the study l-- and one must allow some leeway

for differences in. the. data collection process -- then. one must
look further and-begin-to.:.suspect that.the critical interaction
'is a disordinal.one. In this example,. however, it would be
highly unlikely that this were the.case, but ,if it 'were
necessary to isolate the remaining sources, a balanced plan
(see Simon, 1973, pp 1207123) might be employed.

The chances_ are good that this,quick approach will work.
since most interactions found in thebehavioral sciences are of
the ordinal type.- that case, the largeointeractions would
be associated With the large-effects and can be eliminated by
-resealing the dependent variable. The less frequent disordinal.,
type of interaction'is the more important oiu, with which the
interaction may be.large while the main. effects making up
those interactions might appear trivial. Since these interac-
tions cannot_be- eliminated by some transformation of thedtaT
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they are sometimes referred to as "intrinsic" interactions. If
We wish to be certain that we have found all ,critical main
effects, we must be:certain we have detected any that contrib-
ute to disordinal interactions.'

In this example, no strings.of two factor interactions
were found to have Critical effects, although the one set
(located in rank between Factors K and D) might be *a possible
candidate. Ordinarily, there is a greater chance of having a
critical-two factor effect than a three factor effect It is
*interesting to note that although this string did not show a
large effect, interaction.AF was in'the string; With Factors.
A and F. and. interaction AEF all large, it is no surpri.sing that
thestring.with AP was alSb..large; IhOwever, inspection of the
half-normal .plot (Figure 2), suggestS that an effect of this
magnitude would probably have occurred by chance. Whether in.
fact it' did account;lor. the proportion of variancesh9n.in
the string, would have to be tested by the additia6H6r.new
experimenal conditions as was done in the case of the three
factor interaction.'

,
There is one poillt7that-Should be,remembered in regard to

strings of interactions: it is possible for two large effects
to cancel one another. While the.chances are not necessarily _-
high, the investigator must be alert for that possibility. The.
analysisthat should precede. an experimental effort will often
supply the investigator: with the cues necessary to anticipate
this situation...

At this point in the, investigation, we. should have identi-
fied all of the critical factors out of the"candidate group,
including those that might havelpeen hidden within a disordina,l

---tnte-raati-ar The cost of Ouch an effort, to study 12 equipment
and environment factors plus pilot experience in the manner
proposed, would be the costs of colleCting data on 2 x32'= 64
observations, plus possibly an additionaltwenty. or so
°observations. Had we decided to make the subject
factor.. a part of the Resolution IV design, then the study
mE4ht-have been concluded with as feW as 50 observations.
Certainly this is sufficient to, obtain the information of any
practical importanOe.

About the only weakness at this 'pOint is in the assumption
that two experience levels are sufficient to classify the pilots,
and that all pilots within these' two groups .would in fact be
homogeneous. If they are then our experiment, insofar as
ob*tive one is concerned, is complete. If they are, not, it
is not the design that is at faUlt, but the original planning,
for the intent.is.to identify all critical factors including
pilot characteristics =that might,influence.simulator design.
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More" pilots May have to be run in the latter case, but hot in
a haphazard manner Identification of the other pilot dimen-
.sions becomes a crucial issue, somewhat oblique to.the
original objective but one which could influencethe interpreta-'
.tion of the results. In practice, it is highly unlikely that
only. one pilot of each type.-would'have been run; still it is
important that when more are included, it is because we wish to

-extract more information, not that we just wish to be redundant.

Obtaining a Response Surface

A response, surface is Merely -a representation of the
multidimensional functions relating performance to the critical
experiMental:factors- It is freguently'represented-by.a
polynomial equation derived fromthe experimental data.. While
an equation can be written whether the factors- are qualitative'
or quantitative; continuoustor discrete, the concept. ofA
response-surface implies that the variables involved can be
described along continuum.

Iwtheprimary-AWAVS studyT.as t t. haaJpeemL-91annPdi--Lmolis±
of the faCtOrs are either qualitativo'or dichotomous and

,

discrete quantitative factors, and as'such,. do not need to be
represented by a reSponse surface. For all practical. purposes,
the experiment would stop when all the critical factors had
'been. identified and the best configuration identified. However,
for purposes of illustration; we shall continue this'sectibn
using .thej\WAV example to illustrate the stePsInvolVed if'we
wished,to approximate thebest fit of a response' surface were
thevariableS of the apprbpriate type. ;

The data from the screening design can be .used to write_
an equation containing only linear terms:

Y =:.543 + .168 E + .121 A + .113 G + .0.90 F - .113 AEF

with each coefficient equal to one-half the mean difference for
the corresponding effect. The-interaction AEF-i-S-a linear

,

interaction, i.e, linear A,x linear.E x linear-F. Before final
.

. acceptance, the residuals from this equation should be analyzed
(Daniel, 1976)..

If'an investigator planS to develop a response surface,
he should include-center points in his .experimental -design
,during the screening phase.. These center points are,at .

ordinates (0, 0, 0, ...0, 0) in the center of the incOtplete
hypercube_defined by. the 212-7 fractional factorial:: Several
measures at the center. wouikhe taken, preferably at equal
intervals along. the 32 condition run. Since we will continue
this example and assume that. the 12 factors.were in fact
quantitative and continuous, we will have already4nciiided
center point measiirements-of performanceat the beginning and
.end of the 32 condition run and after the .8th, 16th, and 24th,
conditions, making a total of five center p
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At this point; we do not know whether the linear equation
shown above- adequately represents the true response surface.
It is not uncommon to find the relatiohthip between performance
and factor's in behavioral studies to be non-linear. The
center point.data provides us with an opportunity to test to
see whether there is curvilinearity in the response-surface,
for if all"diMensions were collapsed onto a single dimention,
we.would-h4ve. measures at three levels of.each factor, enough
to test to see if p qtadratic relationship would better describe
the data: If a-Iack Of Fit Test reveals that the linear
equation is not adequate, then. the investigator must be prepared
to collect more data.

His first goal is.to collect enough data to write a second
degree polynomial, which would include all critical main
effects,: all critical two factor interactions, and all critical
quadratic terms. In this study, we have already determined
thatItnear two factor interactions have probably only trivial
effects and that there is one important linear triple inter-
action and:so in that regard, we are ahead of the game,.. Still
we will want to add tome points to estimate the quadratic .

terms. One data collection plan. for this purpose is called. a
"centralcompbsite" design (Simen 1970b,.1973, 1976a, 1977a,b).

The classic_ central- composite design is composed of a2
kp

Resolution V factorial hypercube; a 2k star portion, and:some
`center points, where k.equals the number of factors and p is
the fraction of the complete factorial needed to satisfy the
requirements-of Resolution V design. 'With that design all
main effects and 411;two fctot interactions'wouldbe isolated
from one another. The-sereening-desigh,7alkeady completed,
preVided us with a21-7. Resolution:IV design in which all
maineffedtt Were/estimated independently of one another. and of
the two., factor interactions, but within sets of independent
strings, two factor interactions were still aliased with one
another. Ordinarily the investigator might collect more data
to make the Resolution IV design. a Resolution V -design, or he

',maw:find another_solution_that_doest.require more data.
There is such a solution in this example:

From the results of the screening Study,' it had been
Concluded that only four factors were critical. If ,we were to
drop ail,letters.'representing the non - critical factors.from a
completed design in which all aliased two factor interactions
are shown,:i.e., Table V, we would find that'the original.
21.2 -7 Resolution IV design becbmes, for all practical purposes,
.a Resolution V-1-. design. 'Had-the three factor interactions in

-..the strings been listed, it would have been seen that effects'
of a complete 24 factorial are estimated since all other
effects were judged trivial. Note that the six possible. two
factor interaction terms for the four- critical factors are al
.estimated:indePendently of one another at ranks 25 (AF) , 18/ )

(EG); 17(AE)'; 11(k),.7 (EF), and 1 (AG). The effects of th se
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in'thisexperiment were judged-to be-inconsequential. There"-
fore,'although no more data has been collected,, we have, for

--all practical. purposes, the Resolution V design I-equired for
the fractional-fiypercube portion of the central-composite
design.

In fact, ifas a precaution in writing the response surface,
the investigator preferred to include Factor K in the equation,
albeit marginal, the existing data is still sufficient to- esti-
mate the ten. two-factor, interactions .for these five factors,
all independent of one another ,The additional two factor
interactions can be .found atranks 22 (A10,- 21 '(FK)-, 20.'.(G10,

. and A (EK). The remaining variances at ranks 24, 23, 19, 16,
15, -14 13, 12,'10, ',:3',' 6, 5.; 3, and 2 Would be combined to.
make. up. the "error" variance *.

'.if we perform a Lack of Fit test --using. the center points.for this purpose -- and-find that a_test of the linear.fit is
.poor, .then data should be collected at the "'star" points. to
estimate the coefficients of the quadratic terms for the five
factors. .These. points are located aJ-

co_o,rdinates..(--4--a-,----0,0-TOTO-T);
0O3 +a ., 0,0,0,), .... (0;0,0,0, +a). The value of a depends on
Other features of the design, and-.a discussion of how it is

.selected istoo involved for 'this paper. The centrar-composite
\design:equites that the number of staf.points equal two times
the. number of factors in the experiment. Therefore, if-the'
inVestigator.decidesto keep the five factors, he must colledt
data, at 'a minimum of 2 x 5 = 10 additional points. When:the
tar points are combined with the pointS of the fractional
ercUbeand theeenter points in the screening design, five

measurements willhave:been'made-along tIr scale for-each
fac r'. 'While this does not produce a 5., factorial design, -the-----
poin are located.so that- estimates of the quadratic terms
can be obtained.. ' '

Sin 4 we presumably had idehtified all critical two ,and
three'fa for interactions during the screening phase.by col-
lecting da a ata.total_:of32:..(cube)plus-5-.(center)._ plus l0
(star) equa s 47 experimental conditions, wejlave'approxiMated
the response surface for a five factor space. HoweVer it

'shouldbe re Apered that we began: with a 12 ,factOr space.of
which only the five- hadcritical effects'in. thef,particular. task,.
If the 12 fact s. originally selected by the experts
fact the most 11 ely candidates influencing performance on.the
task under ine$ gation; then this laboratory-derived equation.
.ofhe_only truly critical five out of 12 factors should be

Actually these c tained the higher-interaction termg.
reqUired to complete th 2.E. factorial all shown to be
negligible.
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expected to predict performance under operational conditions
quite well. ',A different response surface would Be derived in
the same way for each pilot experience level investigated:

VERIFJCATION AND FIDUCIAL LIMITS

.Once an adequate equation haS been derived, depending on
the time and resources available, the .investigator may wish
do two things: 1),toestablishconfidence limits, and 2) to
verify the equation. The first might be done;by replicating'
the existing design at select points --.a partial replication.
The Second might bedone by selecting combinations OffactorS
where-no.previous data had been taken .to see 'if'the equation
would predict the resultS within accePtable confidence litits;
The real :test for verifying the: equation would be to collect
data under field -conditions to determine how closely the equa-
tion 'would predict it. UnMentioned in the atiovediscussion,
but critical in any holistic approach to a problem, is'the
handling of uncontrollable variables. If they can't be
JrfaniPlat:ed:,_then they should _be measured and.their_effects____
iSolated-from the other data throUgh some 'covariance analysis.

c
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SECTION VI

QUASI-:TRANSFER EXPERIMENTS
(

There has actually. been very little research seeking fvnda--
mental.principlpS of transfer for the pilot training'situation.,
Many studies have been conducted for the purpose of evaluating
existing.devices and' .as such dO not provide .the inforMation
needed .to ,optimize design. Some studies performed Withthe

.intended: purpose of answering. fundamental questions have been
so narrow. in their context that it would be .foolhardy to.
qeneralize,beyond the conditions of the particular experiment.
DxtrapolationS.ttom the.results of classical transfer of
training studies 7-. often on verbal qterial or oversimplified
perceptual-motor_tasks cannot be made with confidence, at
least insofar.: as recommendations regarding.SpeCifid design
decisionS are concerned. It is therefore desirable to -pursue,
studies in:the context of pilot training ,simulators such as
. AWAVS that seek principles of transfer of training. For this
purpose, quaSiLtransfer experiments can be considered as
economical but-.effective approach to.usg.

A incivasi-transfdr" experiment for the.AWAVS program,is
.defined-as, one inwhich'.perfOrmance.is never measured und6r
realistic, i.e..,. non-simulation, conditions. 'Fotpilot training
this means that .the" experiment. would inclUde no post-training .

peridds in vhidh'perfOrmace would be meaSUred.in.the'aircratt.
Instead,, an alternate.Simulation configuration would be used
to reptesenf the flight cOnditions

Thisarti,ficiality makes it necessary.to interpret:eXperi .-

mentalresults..with caution. they may .be .11Sed-td'Understand
ttansfer-oftraining process-, but should not be the-.basis --

without considerable experience and_support data -- for'
evaluating "the transfer of .training qualitieSof the.AWAVS

yWhateVeedifferences exist between the simulatot. %

iconfigutation; reresenting the aircraft and the actual-aii.cxaft..
differences tiat.may not be-evidentto the investigator 77

could seriouSIy.distortintetpretationS.-regardinq transfer ftom
thp simulation experiment to the sPeCific..airctaft.- These
considerationS, however, should. not discourage use of a .simulator
to undetstand Conditions .affecting :transfet of ,training in
.general. In essence, We would-use.tne-quasi-tr4nsferexperiment
to discover what transfer. of a. particular nature,quantity, and
directienji.e., -positive or negative) would'b.e effedted -by
'15e.Cifid simulator Characteristics. Understanding these. things
in depth'wouldfacilitate our ability to make better design...:-
'decisions in future simulation. efforts, wick helpugto:plan ard
-dondudt teal -transfer studies.
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FIDELITY

No singleunprAn pkinciple dominates the design of
pilot training

0

simulators more than the "fidelity principle."
This prtnciple,implieS\that:

, -
Transfer'of training from simulatOr to
aircraft positive function of the.

. degree to :which the simulator faithfully'
reflectS the characteristics of. the
aircraf:,

16 Figures 3A through 3C, Iraphic representations of. this
ptinciple along-with cost cOnsideratipns nave been reproduced
frbm several reports. on this\ topic .(Kron, 1970LROscoe,.
That "fidelity" haS never been adequately defingd-hasnot.
deterred-the use of this principle which has its roots in
classical, psychology studies.of.transfer.,_:Fot some,fidelity
implies phySical realiSm; for Others it Uggests..that ppyChol.- ,

ogical similarity-is probably tore.important.. On the other
hand, some such as .Card (1973). 'belieVethat how'thesimulator
is usedis more important for optimizing transf6-r-than7the : -

degree. of simulation tealist.

Evidence that r(Tilism is important is attributed from
applications of simulator training, as employed by the comm cial
airlines to train and upgrade,pilOt skills.' There have al 0
beeK,componentStudies (often under 'simplified. conditions) that
.purport. to demonstrate the _validity of the :principle.
::.0°T.PPAent:Studiespurport to demOnsttate that -the principle .does
hot hold. Howeuer, valid the'fidelityHprineiple,may bet'costs-: .

and state-ofthe7art Of simulation place considerable pressure
on those who design the simulators to move.. as far away from a
faithfdl reproduction :of reality' as is'compatibleWith effective
training. In'uri ste of money for research, no
experitent to:pate,has provided definitive answers nor has beeni.
'Sufficient to /Specify those conditionS under :which fidelity:is
required 'nor/to dimensionalize fidelity into its compOSite
partS.arid.deffionstrate. the conditionSsunderwhich each component' ,
isimportant.to transfer . .

. .

Dimensionaliiing-the Situation

Befi)re the fidelkty problem can be attacked ptoperly,, the.
12 . .

situation in whiCh fidelity is to be examined must be-J[19re.
thoro ,ughly dimensiOnalized than it has been in the .past. While.,
mOst.of/these .

characteristics have been' recognized in dis-.
.

cussions few,investigators seem to .see f:he need to
,specify the part o:fthe tultidtmensionafspace which their
experiment'is intended to illuminate. Human behavior is
situation Specific: To 'discuss "fidelity4 we must.disCUSS'it,
in the' conteXt ofla situation. Dimensions:of an AWAVS situation

.5
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_Pilot skill.

Pilot experience/.

Task complexity

Simulator. mission

SiMulator complexity (i.e., aircraft simulated)

Simulator component (e.g., visual system)
'/

Other critical considerations

Training curriculae

Instructor skill
/

Performanee criteria

Dimensionalizing.Pidelity

6

fitidelity has generally been evaluated -in terms of
known between physical systems or on the basis of pilot
jut-liter-It. There ;ha been proposals wherein performance .equiVa-
lence on a simulator and aircraft would be interpreted as
.perceptual equivalence itplying a measure of effective fidelity.
But these approaches have two weaknesses: '1) they presume that
fidelity is a single entityeand simulator fidelity becomes a
gross measure; 2) they don't answer whether or no faithful
.simulation is a necessary feature at all. 'Certainly there are
recognized examples where a simplification in some case-or
increased difficulties. In-others-have-been-successfully-employed
to-improve\transfer of training. This implies that 'research in
fidelity should break fidelity down into meaningful parts and
to-ask the mDre generalquestion: Under what conditions are
the--.Component of fidelity important and under what conditions
are they not in the training context?

Some ex illplegiof the more obViously.different ways in which
fidelity of e visual-or-motion simulation,system can be
dimensionaliz d are shown in Table 7.

Experiments

/Givenanl4ppropriate simulator*, experimehal questions
relevantto a #derstanding ofifidelity and its effect on
transfer 'of t aininq:can'be examined.

ThP anqsAier isprobably pragmatic it-will
is-available,/ has the-degree of flexibility suitable for research,.
and.represen the AWAVS type' tasks.

What an, appropriate" simulator is will not be defined here.

5 6
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TABLE 7. EXAMPLES OF DIMENSIONS OF FIDELITY
IN VISUAL AND MOTION SIMULATION SYSTEMS

Type of Fidelity

Visual system:

Continuous variables'
that may be dedreased
or increased

9

Spatial distortion

Temporal distortion

Incompleteness

Omission of objects.

Omission of detail

Skeletal, pictorial
Qr symbolic

Added information

Motion system:

Simplified model

Distorted feel

Examples

Resolution; brightness,
contrast

Size, shape, patterns

Speed of response; lag
relative to compatible
motion,system

Realism of.background content

Sea texture

Attention getters; emphasizers
not found'in real world

\

Aircraft dynamics; omitted
degrees of motion

AirOraft dynamics; motion
kinaesthetic cues

\\'

.\\
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How do reductions in fidelity affect system transfer? A
quasi-transfer_study might be conducted using one simulator
.configuration to represent the real world, i.e., the aircraft,
and all other configurations to represent varying degrees of
reduced fidelitv'.. If preliminary studies relating fidelity to,
performance were conducted first; an investigator might use
that information in planning this study. Ordinarily the most
sophisticated simulator. configuration -might be_ used to repre-
sent the aircraft: on the other hand, for Certainclatses-of
variables, no particular cOnfiguration need be singled out.
Instead the study would be conducted to find out what happent.
to transfer when fidelity increases or decreases, when transfer
is positive or negative as a function of the psychophysical
characteristics of Simulator components.

Experimental designs described earlier fdr economically
peforming largemultifactor perfbrmance7studies'might be
employed in thete experiments. Subjects would be trained.on
simulator configurations differing in their fidelity and sub-
sequently tested for transfer on-another-tIm-ulater eanfIgurat-ion
representing the aircraft. In adflition to providing a compre-
hensiVe picture of the transfer problem in complex simulation
and task situations, thesestudies would also provide a chance
toexperience, evaluate, and learn more about Ip4.oPosed econom-
ical transfer designs prior to their.ue under "real"'conditiont.
Some experimental data collection plans, described later-in
Section VII, could be examined in a quasi7trantfer study in
order to improve our transfer Of training research methodology.

Novel Transfer of Training Designs

Simon', (1974) reviewed a classof experimental designs,
called "change- over," " cross -over, "carry- over;," or "residual"
desighs,.that might 'make the study of transfer principles more
economical if they were employed. Unlike the designs used in a
conventional transfer experiment, these permit a single subject.
to be tested on a numberof configurations serially,. while:
being able to measure the residual effect carried over from one
configuration to the one that follows it. The designs are
-capable of isolating the direct, effect of the configuration
being tested on the particular trial -from the residual:effect
carried over transferred -- from practice on a different.
configuration used on the previous. trial.

This class-of design lends. itself particularly to quasi -
transfer- experiments, where thesimulator can,be used for all
the configurations under. investigation.. Each configuration. will
be_preeeded and followel by. every other configuration, so that
at theerid f the experiment, we-can,determine which configura7.
tionqlas the largest, average residual (transfer) effect on the
performance of the configuration that followecl it.. If there
are interactions between.dlrect and residual effects so"that
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theamount of.transfet due to one configuration depends on
which particular configuration follows. it, then this ,too can be
analyzed, although the designS for this purpose are more compli-
cated. By having the configurations in the series Vary in more
than one dimension, the relationships between simulator
Components, fidelity, and transfer may eventually be determined.

Measuring sequential transfer is not completely new to
psychologists who have included "order" in
designs. In those cases, mith only two conditions, A and B, to
be stddied, half of -the -subjcet-s-are-run on order A to B, and
half on B to A, and the effects evaluated. Ordinarily this has
been done for cleansing rather than for informative reasons.

Change -over, designs appear in two basic forms:
one requiring a number. .of 'subjects (where direct and residua

. effects are balanced across subjects) and the other in.which\
estimates. of residual effects are balanced within the responSes
made by a single subject tested serially.

For example, here is a design in.which four experimental
configurations that differ in their similarity to one another
along a known dimension (or dimensions) might be used to
determine the amount of transfer that can be attributed tc
conditions A, B, C, and D:

Subjects

I II III IV

( 1 A B C D
I,

Trial 2 BA-a -D+b A+c C+d

(Period) 3 C+b \A+d D+a B ±c

4 D+c ,C+a B+d A+b

The capital letters. indicate which experimental condition
.(A,B,C, or D) is being tested.. It's effect is referred. to as
the "direct" effect. But performancein theSe serial
.presentatiOns may also. be affected\b "residual" effects
carried over from the previodsconfiguration-, as indicated by
the small,letters (a,b,c, and d). Performance as it is -.
measured on any trial is the composite of both the direct andresidual effect.The direct'effects 'are distributed-in the
arrangement of a balanced Latin squarewith each condition
:preceding and following every.other condition (vertically)
c.,nce and only once, and also appearing once in each column
and each row. Direct and residual- effects can be independently
estimated by. adding a fifth trial .(row)' in which thecondi-
'tions of the fourth row are repeated:.

.5 D +c C+a B+d A+b
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The. total variance of thl,s extra period design can be parti-
tioned as follows:

Subjects
Trials (periods).
Direct effects
Residual effects
Error

There are several variations on this plan (see Simon; 1974).
-Its major limitation is.that.it assumes .that the residual for
any configuration (or condition) is constant irrespective, of
what configuration follows it. For the most part, these
designs are not used factoriallyi. that is, the four conditions
ordinarily-do not represent a 2 set of conditions,.although
there is no reason why they cannot.

Other designs are available when direct and residual
effects are assumed to interact. However, these designs have/

/,
never really been optimized,. have seldom been used, arid
ordinarily increase. the amount of data collection required. /

If we seriously wish to:develop new economical methods of study-
ing transfer, this class of design.shoUld not be overlooked./

j.

A different thpe.of design, referred to as a serially.
balanced sequence design, can be used with a single subject/
tested repeatedly on all experimental conditionS. One example
fot four conditions is:

B; B C A D; D C B A;. A B D C; C A D B;
. BDAC;CDBA;ABC.D;DACB

Bloc.k effects, direct effects,. residual effects, and .error can
be.estimated with designstof this type although their effects
are not always orthogonal. Sequences are usually balanced.
against direct and residual interaction effects althbugh in
the intraCtions have not been isolated. Both.

-.`serially ..,baianced,and. carry-over designs can adapted to
measure not.only first residual, but second 'residual- effects
that occur two trials after the direct effects were introduced:.

k ; Where theeffort can be made at relativelyi low costs an
attemOt'shoUld be made to employ,this class of design if for
ho Other ,reasoffthan 'to establish its value for the experimental
.study..of transfer and simurator fidelity. If effective, it: can
teptesent a -less expensive means of learning, something quickly
aboattransfet. It isapparent that these .designs lend them-
selves to.only:certain problems4 particularly 'where training to
uSe,the:Simulatot h74s taken plave.prlor.to the experiment and
suffices for all configurations. For designs in, which the
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residual effects are assumed to be additive to each direct
effect,.We would hope to find out which configuration is likely
to result in the highest overall effect being carried over to
the configurations that f011ow. The assumption is made that on
a relative basis this would hold true were the real aircraft
involved. On the other hand, if designs are used in which
direct-by.-residual interaction effects can be isolated, we may
disCover more fundamental relationships about fidelity'and
transfer. The only, way to evaluate their effectiveness is to
try them.

1

AWAVS AS A CRITERION DEVICE

Although implementation is still a future consideration,
planning might begin at this time regarding the use of AWAVS
as a criterion device fo.~ transfer of training research. This
means that a particular '(:onfiguration of AWAVS, rather than an
actual aircraft, would be used to evaluate transfer in pilot

, training studies. This approach is differentiated from. that
found in the "guasi-transfer" studies proposed earlier by the
addition of an c-nirical data collection effort to effectively
equate a simulator configuration to,the aircraft. Only after
an AWAVS configuration is so equated can experimental data
with the simulator substituted for the aircraft be interpreted
with confidence. One method of achieving this equivalence'
has been,Proposed by Matheny. (1974). Some effort -now might be
devoted to a study to discover if such programs have ever been
implemented (and if so,'their current .status), and whether
they Might be improved upon, particularly in regard to simpli-
f- c -a ± ±on and economy..
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SECTION VII

-ECONOMICAL-DATA-COLLECTION-PLANS FOR TRANSFER
OF TRAINING STUDIES FOR THE AWAVS PROGRAM

the-multifactor approach is to be applied to transfer
of training research-(as .opposed to perforMance research) then
it is necessary. to. find even more economical data collection
plans that are suitable for this.class of problem. The cost.
of data collection is intensified in a transfer of 'training
study over that found in a performance study because each ex-,
perimental condition is first associated with an extensive
training period.in the simulator and later tested in flight in

the aircraft. Ome ways of reducing this burden are suggested, here.
'It should be noted, however, that these ideaS are still in a
conceptual stage, requirir:J.empirical experieTice to. test them
and turn theminto working plans, or to. ultimately discard them.

TWo basic approaches are proposed for economically discover-
A.ng simulator configuratdons-on -Which-trans-fer7elfectIveness
should be high. These are:

,a. One in which a complete and thorough multifactor study
of simulator factors.is conducted using pilots skilled
enough.td fly the.simulator without extensive training.
This would be followed by a second, smaller and more
limited transfer of training study using a second
group pf pilots with varying degrees of experience on
the particular task, who'. will be given Simulator
training before performing in the aircraft. The per-
formance_ine sores from_the first study, would be
related. mathematically to the transfer occurring in
the second study.,.TheHintent is tO find,an equation
that will enable us to predict. and ,.safely extrapolate
from.the data least expensive to collect

1;) The-other in Which-a transfer of training, study is
,,,conducted (without'a preliminary'performanCe-experiment)
using' economical multifactor data collection plans
for-the :simulator -training phase with equal or fewer.
conditions. tested later in the flight.phaS,e. EcOnothy
is effected through the use of sequential VAta, collec7
tion 'strategies and the,, reduction of in7aicraft tests..

In both approaches, thedata collection effort is reduced
(and economy is effected) as the costs in time,' mone and
difficulty of each phase. --performance,-training, o flight
increases. A fundamenl-assumption in the proposed\approaches
is ..that a poor model of a. relatively ..completemultif9ctor study.

.

will gi,ve muleacc-ura.e and- f
.

.better model of a severely limited part of the overal space.
,
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A number of specific plans associated with each approach
can be conceptualized as_shownin Table 8.' They-obvibus-ly-vary
in cost and probably effectiveness. Which one would be used
depends upon the circumstances at the time, ie., the available.
resources (men and equipment), time,. and above all the dedication
of thoSe involved to. the research effort.

PERFORMANCE TO TRANSFER APPROACH(I)

These approaches all use the results of a.complete multifac-
tor performance study to-select or otherwise minimize the number
of conditions' that need be included in'a transfer of training
study. '

Selected Configurations (Plan I-A)

A complete multifactor performance experiment would be
performed first in the simulator.. Pilots would bE used:who were

'sufficiently skilled to minimize an extensive training periodin order to fly the simulator. They would, however-, fan- intoat least two groups with high and low.experience in making
carrier landings.-(or whatever the experimental task may.be).
Two or more levels of task difficulty would also be included.
Ilultifactor systematic screening designs in the paradigm proposed
by Simon (1977) would be used for this study to make the data
collection as economicalTas posbfble. Multiple performance
measures (i,e.,' dependent variables) relevant to the task which
could also be measured in the aircraft would be usech Additional
measures might also be taken.

. Next, a classic transfer of
training_experime.nt.would-be---------

performed independently of the performance study., New pilots
would-be selected, withminiMum carrier landing experience,
but' With one group being high skill pilots and another being low
,skill:pilots. Theywould,all be trained first in the simulator
.and later tested in the aircraft in flight.

The partidular configurations to be .used in the transfer,
experiment would be Ja&sed on a study of the results 'of the
perforMance experiment. For Plan 1-A no other use of the
performance data (as' .it relates to-the-transfer:study) is plannech
The purpose of this approach is tb limit the number of configU7-. :

.rations'.to be used in the transfer of tiaining study to only .the
most interesting. The exact number dependson the resources, °
the 'information desired, and, any formal requirements of the
experimental eSignL

Criteria for selecting' Partidular'configuratiOnS might
include: °.

. a. Performance 1 pltelachlaved-. ti-ons-on-which
hr.gh low, and medium performance'devels were achieved
might be selected to see' to what extent transfer effec-
tiveness correlates with performance effectiveness.
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TABLE 8. APPROACHES TO ECONOMICAL TRANSFER

OF TRAINING RESEARCH

I. RELATING PERFORMANCE TO TRANSFER

Performance Studies

High Skill Pilots

a) Minimum carrier landing

experience

PILOT

TYPES

b) MaXimumcarrier landing

experience

APPROACH

(continued)

Collect the .data

to develop a full model

multifaCtot simulation

performance map.

Transfer of Training Studies
0

\ (Simulator Tng. - 4 Aircraft Flight)

Minimum Carrier Landing Experience Pilots

a) High skill pilots

0

ro

Z,

-Selecta---few--simulator-configurations-to-----4---
I

investigate on the basis of an examina- n

0

1-4

_PLAN

b) Low skill pilOts

tion of the performance map. Include

additional configurations of practical

and scientific interest related to simu7

latot design problems. With these do a

classic, transfer study.

. PLAN 1-B. Systematically develop a transfer response

surface using a fractional factorial

design of low resolution. Use it to pro-

vide criteria for writing a transfer- .

prediction equation from performance data.

Validate.



TABLE B. APPROACHES, TO ECONOMICAL TRANSFER

OF TRAINING RESEARCH (cont.)

1

II. PERFORM LIMITED DIRECT TRANSFER OF TRAINING STUDIES

Transfer of Training Studies
1

0

.

PILOT Use low Skill pilots with no carrier landing

TYPES experience (or whatever population the transfer

data is to be generalized. to): all receive

simulator training plus flight time, ,Z

> .

., C.
. . . ,

PLAN II-A. Use "new paradigm" for economical

>collection to empirically map a trans-

tl\
,

/ fer surface,,building sequentially C
. /

, 1 each data point involving'both training

`APPROACH
/

/
and flight time; until an adequate t

n
-' model 'is-represented.
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PLAN II-B. Use evolutionary operational approach

'to search for configuration yielding

maximum transfer.

,PLAN II-C, Develop full model, multifactOr training

'map, but limit continuation's to flight

to a minimum fractional.factprial design.

Jise the.flight data to provide criteria,

for writing a transfer-prediCtion

equation from training data, Validate.

I

0
0

Ul
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Engineering cost advantage. How much simulator
configurations on which peforMance levels are prac-
tically the'same but which differ considerablyA.A
production costs differ in transfer effectiveness?
Is an increase in transfer actually cost effective
frorian engineering point- of view?

Engineering' state -of- the-art advantages. Some config
urations produce- reasonably adequate simulation and
acceptable in- simulator performance le'cels without
straining. the state -of- the -art.' .Other configurations
may require additional engieerina development to
advance the state-of-the-art butmay be less reliable
and more costly to operate or maintain. How do they
differ "in regard to transfer effectiveness?

d. Correspondencevith'reaiity. To what,. Extent does
"fidelity" of simulation affect transfer effectiveness?
'If we select configurations that approximate, rethty:
_weal 'and_mot_wells fransferTeffectivenessmarkedly
di.ffetent in the two cases?

"Scientific" knowledge. The investigator might
include anYconfigurations.that might increase his
underStanding ofthe transfer process:particurly as
-to how it relates to the performance effectiveness.

0

It. is notpossibleto list all the. detailed questions. thatmight
I .be:inVestigated. -They.Will have to be determined by the pattern

of the performanceresponse surface, the imagination and.
curiOsity-of the inVe tigator, as :well as his knowledge, of the
problem. Furthermore such decisions will be limited by' the
time and money availa le'for the foilow-up. transfer study.

e

The five criteria listed above are.probablSi not completely
orthogonal. For example, the most realistic configuration might
be the most costly, the most complex, and the most unreliable.
Still, they are representative of things_ an investigator may
wish to explore for the transfer problem.

The main advantage of this' plan.is that, -since it is not'
..factorial in design, it does not/place res-trictions.on'the
number or composition pf the configurationS. (conditions) that
will be examined.,.,,4s many configurations:as the investigator
wishes would be examined in a/Slimple one-way ANOVA design; each
configuration is treated as a qualitatively different condition.
The disadantages of this .p3* are 1) it requires redundant. in-
formation to be Collected; each condition must be repeated a, .

sufficient number of times to provide some reliability to the
means,. and 2) the manner inWhich configurations are selected
increases the cheince that important configurations-will b-e-,--------
overlooked and i.mportant relationships missed.,-This aliproach,
at best, is a mekc7shift.one, and certainlY'the.one least likely
to be effective. It is expedient, but where Jong range planning%
is possible, some other aOppach.shoule.be-employed.
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.Performance-Transfer Prediction Approach.(Plan

The purpose of. this approach is to develop an equation that
would,predict transfer effectiveness from simulator performance
measuremqntS. If a valid prediction equation could be'established,

per-formance- data, Which is less expensive to collect, would
be used to estimate the-transfer effectiveness of configurations
not actually studied in theexperiment and possibly of. other
simulator configurations 'involving similar tasks.

With a group'of skilled pilots', a multifactor simulator
performance study would be performed. Since exCessve.simulator_
training would'not be required, this phase of the.plan shouldApe
as c.,mplete as possible.. This performance experiment is
idencical in process and result with that obtained in Plan 1 -A.

The tranifer,phase of the plan would differ from Plan 1-A.
Training and,flight tests-would be conducted by a different
pilot on each configuration, but the configurations, would be
selected in a systematic manner Lo 'take advantage of the economy
offered by :,eternal replication rather than redundant replication'
of the-sam2 conditions. The intent would be to employ a minimum
fractional factorial plan to create a transfer mavoVer,the Same
experimental space that had been covered by. the performance. map.
However, the transfer map woUldbe represented by a lower- order,
equation, and might only roughly approximate the true transfer
response sur:ate.

Transfer data would be'colleeted in a series of small blocks,
i.e., different small fractionS of a total faCtorial. As each
block_is collected, the sum total of data'up to that point would
be. correlated with the complete datafrom the Performance maps
to see howstrOng.a relationship could be. found. PreSumably as
the transfer response surface,is more completely approximated;
the more likely the relationship between it and the perfOrmance
response surface can'be used for-prediction purposes.. However,
the intent is to stop before too much transfer data 'has-been,
colleCted when additional improvement seems unjustified for pre-
diction"purposes. The assumption is made that even a poor
approximation of a. rather complete multifactor transfer surface
Will ultimately\enable a better predictioA --,'operationally --
from performance data than were 'a limited transfer surface
approximated.

At least two methods of relating the performance and:
transfer data might be tried: 1) to correlate only the responses
from Corresponding .configurations in both sets of data; 2') to
first use the collected transfer data .to estimate, transfer
values at configurations at which no empirical' data had been
collected but which correspond to configurations used in the
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performance/sItudy; then correratcestimated and empiricaltransfer
data with performancedata. Other.reasonablevariatians/ on these'
techniques could be tried./ The proportion of variance by which

.

the two sources of data overlap serves as an indication/ of the
strength cf. their relationship.

Several bonditions might operate to make the rel tionship
between tKe two sources low. One, the model of'the.e4uation,from.

allotted to that segment of"the,investigatiori 7- be lompex
the transfer datallotted may not -- because' of the small am unt of iata.

enough order to make accurate Itimates. The sequeOtial approach,
however, would allow the model o be built a bloCk at a time
until it isiorptimized if the time. and money availayle perMits
it. .Two, there may be enough data, but in the wrong metric scale;
data'transforMatiens would be required. ,Three, other factors.
than simulator.performance.maylafEect the level of performance
in the aircraft_ and the transfieE effectiveness measure. This
means that bniee no further inerement-in- the .relationship-can-be
achieved by elnhancing the modk)1 o1 the transfer data, the in=
vestigator will 'want to look 4or other factors such as simulator./
fidelity and task difficulty that might account /for nexplained-
sources,of variance. An imp rtant part of this /study would be
.the-validation of the derived question.. The transfer effective-
ness of other configuration would be 'predicted and the predic-
tion checked empirically.

'.Another _factor that mi ht account for thellow relationship,
if one is found, is the .dif eren7,e in the pilot populations
that were used to get the performance and the/transfer data.
.Ordinarily more skillful pi ots may be used in the simulator
performance study when mininum training isinOlved.than in the
transfer study where extens:Le training may bia needed. Problems
of interpretation might aris, if configuratienbv-pilotskill/
experience inLeractions were to...occur .but could not be isolated.
Therefo're, unless all pilot c mbination:; are' to be included,
pilots' from the same populati ns should be used for the perfor-
mance and transfer phases in t is approach. j
1

1

Since we have had no experience calculating these relation-
.

ships, we must be prepared.for them to be lOw. While it seems
reasonable to expect some kind o\f relationship to-exist, even-
with other intervening, covarian factors, lit may not be
,sufficient forlprediction purpos-s. If it turns out that no
relationship can be established, that itself would be an impop%
tant finding.

LIMTTED DIRECT (TRANSFER APPROACH (:T)

\

Tn this approach, no initial p,n7fOrmance study would be
performed. Insead, we would start immediately with a multifactor
transfer of trOninq experiment us'in1g the strategy for economical
data cIfIlectionldescribed earlier fcA7 the construction of a
performance map

\O
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Comp ete Transfer Surface (Plan 11-A)

.For a given pilot'population and task, each 'pilot would
be-trained on.a particular simulator configuration, after which
his Performance in the air, would be tested. The transfer
effectiveness. of .each pilot/configuration combination wbuld be
calculated separately.. The simulator configurations, represent-
ing experimental' conditions, would be selected and used according
to the."new paradigm" described for economical multifactor'.
research by:Simon (1977b). To keep the study as inexpensive as..
possible, the principles of sequential data collection would be
employed, starting with minimum-order designs, and progressing
until the modeladequately fits the responses. ,However, the intent ,of this plan is to create a complete transfer surface,'

Initially, -simulator configurations would be selected to
provide a Resolution III dpsign. Theoretically, we can study
the effects of N Simulator factors with N + 1 .pilot/configura-
tions if there. are no interaction effects among factors. Since.
twofactor-.interactions are common in behavioral research,. the
investigator will probably continue the data collection on
(N + 1) new pilot/configurations in, order to isolate main from
two factor interaction effects. Of course, inspection of the

.first block of data may negate or modify the second step. After
arp,inspection of-thenew data (combined with that froM the first
block), the investigator may wish to add other configurations to
determine a second order response surface the factors are
quantitative and continuous and if that accurate a represen-
tation is justified). The investigator always has the option
of continuing or stopping.

The advantages of this' approach are that it is direct,
-,--relatively uncomplicated, and-themost economical way of collec-

ting data for the -amount of information indicated. Since-each
data point is collected independently of''the others a dif-
ferent pilot/configuration being 'used on each scheduling and
other logistic .problems are simplified. The immediate informa-
tion obtained is a measure of transfer effectiveness and the
response surface is a transfer surface.,

The disadvantage of this approach is that although the
paradigm is -the least costly data collection plan for the amount
of'information obtained, being a transfer of training study, it
is still expensive. This approach does not offer the opportunity
to develop equations tha-might permit predictions to be made
from prior performance.studies, which can usually be done far
more economically than a transfer study;, Nit possibly not as
accurately.
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Search-For-Optimum Transfei7

If many .6t the critical simulator factors were quantitative
and it werepossible to examine configurations at continuous
points between the extreme ranges of interest, then a 'search
strategy employed in industry to optimize production yields
(EVOP) might bekisedto search for the most transfer-effective
configuration. Whila many factors may not be quantitative or
continuous,-,there.are usually sub groups that can meet this'
qualification which might'be investigated in a separate study
once a more gross overall transfer pattern has.been developed..

The basic experimental design' begin\s much like a screening
design, being a ,solution ITT 2k-1? design. The main differenCe
is inthe range that-is covered by each Parameter of the design.
In screening designs, one tries to encompass the total effec-
tive operational range of the experimental variables immediately.
The assumption is made that this can be estimated and that the
relationships within those limits can ordinarily be approximated
by.a second degree polynomial. In search designs,. the'investi-
gator starts by looking at only a small part of the total space
of interest. He tries to guess where an optimum might be, but
he does not attempt to cover the total range. Instead, he looks
at a part of the. total space and uses that data to estimate where
to look, next, each time approaching_ loser to where the optimum.
configuration for maximum transfer would lie: This continues
until he locates it. The method would be used when the surface
iS too complex--to be covered by a single design and the investi-
gator has little idea of'where. tjle optimum might be.

A transfer of training study 7- simulator training and
aircraft test -- would be performed at the minimum number of
conditions (i.e., simUlatdr configurations), requited to include.
all factors in a'Resolution III fractional. factorial design..
Either the Box and Hunter or Placket and Burman plans might be
Used, the latter in Some cases requiring fewer data points.
The space encompassed by the experimental points would be only
a small part of the .total space of operational interest. A
different pilot would be tested on each condition, The results
of this initial data collection effort, in the form of a first
order. polynomial, would be used to estimate the direction, away
from 'the space covered_by the original study, in which the .con.,
figuration yielding the greatest amount of transfer is likely to
be found. (This ofcourse,. assumes that it is not within the
'space originally examined.) A second set of obserVations (Reso-
lution III) would be made at new coordinates in that, vicinity,
This procedure would be repeated until the observations appear
to surround the location of maximum transfer.

A dinadvantage of this plan, when it can be used; 'is that
it seeks a point of .optimum transfer. Seldom in human factors
work is a- :jingle .point sufficient .information, since design
decisions must often. be compromises among performance, 'costs,
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and other p'ractical considerations. 'At times, optimum results
may take the 'form of a-ridge of equal performance, in which case,
some trade-offs could be made. Were the effort worth it, a
response surface. might be completed for the space around the
optimum point. Additional.data would have to be. taken to fit
the surface to the model correctly representing, the complexity
of the surface.

'Reduced-Plight .Predicted Transfer (II-C)

.In this approach, economy is achieved by reducing the amount.
of flight data that would be reqUired This would be accomp-
lished in one'of two ways: 1) topredict transfer effectiveness
of'simulator configurations. that were never flight-tested by
using equations representing the response surfaces that were
derived from transfer data (based on training and flight test)
made `on only a few configurations:. 2) to predid't transfer
effectiveness from perfortance data collected during the training
period after the relationship betweentraining performance and
flight performance has been established. These_ two apprOaches
employ features that ,are similar to the-Search Approach .and to
the Performance-Trz =zfer Prediction Approach,. respectively.

In both cases, complete transfer studies, would be performed'.
on the configurations making jai? a Resolution III design. If
time and money limitations permit,. a.higher reSolution design.
would be.employed involving more experimental conditions.
Training performance data would be,obtained, followed by the
flight test data. Transfer. effeCtiveness values,could be calcu-
lated for all of these configurations ana a .first order, linear
polynomial couldbe written from the transfer data that could be
used to predict transfer-effectiveness for other. configurations.
How accurate this prediction would`be, depends on how well the
equation approximates the response surface. If.one ust extrap-
olate beyond the boundaries of the original experiment pre-

,

diptions cou14.be quite inaccurate.

With that data from this limited study, however; the
investigator would have a second means of estimating transfer
effectivenesS. Ikcould take performance measures collected at
,different stages o\f the training phase and"see how they correlate'
with 2eiformancein the aircraft (or transfer effectiveness).
This correlation, as an equation, could alsO be used to predict
transfer effectiveness for other configurations provided the
training data were made available, on those configurations.

Of course, these descriptions o.f both techniques are over-
simplified. It is unlikely that high correlations will occur'
without additional Work on the part of the investigator, Qui e
probably otker'parameters, e.g., fidelity, task'difficulty, p lot
skill/expe'rlence, would have to be introduced as multiple .pre-
dieter's Lo improve the estimaLe's of Transfer effectivenesS.
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P.erhapsthe.t1Wo measures combined'into a single equation might
provide a more accurate prediction. It may be that the
prediction is only suitable for ranking 4 .Set of configurations"
but mot.for measuring the actual amount of transfer. These are
all experimental questions that can only be answered empirically.
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SECTION VIII.

SOME. UNFINISHED BUSINESS,- MEASUREINENTS AND CRITERIA

Certain questions associated with performance and transfer
Measures remain unanswered although the answers.to each affect,
to some extent, the usefulness of the proposed methodologies as
well as the'very.effectiveness Of the AWAVS_human performance
research program.

. ..

First, there is, the question of what perforMance measures--
Will be taken on bOth the physical, system and the pilot system?
The usefulness of the experiinent.ai result's 'depends :on how
relevant the measurements made in the experiment are to the
operaidonal task. Mere 'numbers, taken because ttlelare more,
'expdient or convenient,, do not guarantee that the results ofi.
the study will be useful oreven Correct insofar as the opera-
tional situation- is concerned. Will performance data,be-
aVd±±ab±e'tia-the thves-ttgator during a run, within, moments
following the run, 'by the time a second pilot is to be run,
or when? Will therebe the .capability.of performing summary
analyses on the raw. data? How quickly might that be available?
Advanced '?.xper.mental methods are economical because of their
sequential nature. That means that they-rely-ori a process
whereby a small'blOck of data is.eollected and examined
Aanalyzed4 to determothe.if andwhat'sulisequen-C steps are needed.

' .If this process is delayed beyond the time it takes-to set up .

for the next trial, the data-collection periodisinot only
-drawn_out_ineffi'ciently but,..othe effects of the delay- on -the
pilot could conceivably distort his perfortance-

"Another problem related _to measyrement in a transfer of
\trainingstudy involves the criter:icn of training employed..
Will t..-.e interpretation of the resalts.- differ if we use time-to-
Criterion, or,if we use.equal number of training.trials, or if
the criteria we employ (as we should) are multiple response. .

measures? Associated with these questions are others, such. as:
holk\,does the. use of different criteria affect. the reliability
of the i.esults, the logistic' problems of running the experiment,
and se forth?

'A 'third problem related to measurement .has to do with the
preferred forniof medsl---ment:to be employed in .the analysis.
While: we 'are ultimately interested in transfer effectiveness,
data expressed in those tervisare in fact particular transfor-

,

mations of performance scores: It is.necessary'to discover
whether predictions might be more easily and accurately made if
more basic performance measures were employed, leaVing particular

,transformations up to the users of the data. For example, we .

may find that performance in the aircraft can be predicted from
performance'in the simulator more readily than 'transfer' measure.,-
.rents in the aircraft. Then again, we may not. .
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. .

Measurement problems are fundamental to any research_
conducted on transfer of training and to ignore them or assume
that.previ6us research hhs resolved these questions can only
increase the risk that our experimental efforts will fail.

72.
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CHANGE-OVER DESIGNS

CONFOUNDING
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GLOSSARY

.Screening and other fractional
factdrial designs (see below)
do not isolate all' Main and
interaction effects froM one
another.' A comparison which
intends to isolate one effect
may therefore alSo include.
estimates:of others. When two
or More .effects_are 100 percent
confounded in this wayr-the7

'effects:-are said to be aliaSed.
The estimated effect'is actually
the sum effect of the aliases.'
(See-also, FRACTIONAL FACTORIAL
DESIGN; CONFOUNDING).

(Sometimes referred to as carry-
over, cross-over, or residual
designs). These experimental
designs are used when a subject
is tested sequentially over a,
number of experimental condi-
tions. These desigrIS are-con- .

structed so as to isolate the
direct effect of a treatment
from any residual effect that
may.have been "carried-over"
from the previous treatment.
Change over designs are dis-
tinguished froM serially balanced
'Sequence designs in that the neces
nary balance required to ifsolate
direct and residual effects is
distributed among a number of
subjects in the change oyer
design but 'is complete within a
single subject for the serially
balanced sequence degign. (See
also, SERIALLY BALANCED SEQUENCE
DESIGN).

When estimates of the effects of
two or more sources of perfor-0
mance variance cannot .be cOm-
pletely.isolated, either inten-
tionally or through faulty ex-
perimental .closign, the effects
are said to be donfounded. Con-
founding may range from some.
minimal percent up to.. 100 percent.
(see also ALIAS).
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FACTOR LEVEL CHANGE 'NUMBER- When experimental conditions are
run se-uentially, the level or
setting of each factor must be
changed from,time to time. In
screeninc. designs,. the "change
numberindicates' the total num-
ber of;times a particular
factormust.be switched beteen
itshigh and low levels. It is
important in the. design, of.an
'experiment-when making the change
is difficult or'othemwise costly.
(See also .SCREENING DESIGN). ,

FRACTIONAL FACTORIAL DESIGN

HALF-NORMAL PLOTS:

I

This experimental design is com-
posed of,some fractional subset
of the total number of experi--
mental conditions in the com'.-
-plete factorial. It is employed
'when certain effects (generally,
higher7order interactions) are
expected to be negligible or
existent. 'Subsets of experimen-
tal bonditions'for the'fractioh.
are selected!in a,Way that'allows
the comparisonfor the negligible%
effects to be .used tomeasure.the

Y0:eftgts of additional:factors,
aliased with theIr. Fractional
factorials of .two levels are com -
m pnly designated in the form

For example, a 28-4
fractional factorial would be a:
2 or 1/16 fraction of a com -
plete z factorial. .That is, a
particular subset of 16. condi-/.
tions outiof a totalT.of 256 would
be used to studyeiqht.factors
at two levels each.. A "satu7,
.rated",fractional'fadtoriaI
design' is one in which there are
n observations' for n -1 main
effects

This graphic techhiqUe is .use0-to
identify'viskally the critic .0_
effects of 2 factorial o-2'6-7P
"fractional factorial 'experiments.
that have been plotted indrder:
Of absolute magnitude on half-
!normal plotting paper. (See
also FRACTIONAL FACTORIAL DESIGN.

150
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d.

HOLISTIC A philosophic point of vi w in
the conduct of behavio al experi-
ments that emphasizes the impor7
tance:pf7accounting-f t as Many,

. critical variables a Possible
whether ecuidpment,,. nvironment,
subjdct, or tempor , controlled
or uncontrolled... mplementing
such 'a philosophyreguires the
applicatiort of, principles of
economicalmultifa.ctUr-designs
(See also REbUCTIONISTIC).
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MULTil*TOR,EXpERIMENT , As used in this report, a multi
factorexperiment is one which.
attempts -tcio' satisfy the hOlis-
tic philosophy: Thus,' ath7ree,
or evenfivejaccor'experithent
:.(at,,thebeginning;of a research..
progr4MYt, while involving' mul

l.° tiple:factorso'vUld-ndt ordi-.
multi factor expeii

merit as\the, term is.used here.
Comppomiises with non7experimen.-
tal condi ions 'surrounding an-.

.experimen may make it impossi-
ble to 41 lude-all potentially .

-0 critical: actors; but' thy'
sis will be on trying

to do sC. (See also HOLISTIC).
\

ORTHOGONALITY That property of an experimental,
design . -w idh insures that the
different effectsshallbe capa-

_ ble of direct and separate:
estimation without. anyconfound-

.- . ing. the sums. of squares of
all effddts will be independent
and additive. (See- also.CON-
FOUNDING). '- 1:

PERFORMANCE.EXPERIMENT T 'As.thetdrm &:s us in this report,
erfOrmance/experimeht,'is one

that measures operator /system
perforMance.under,one set of
conditions, .presumably 'uninflu-
enced by a/W other,prior condi7

-Measuring pilot perfOr-i',
manrje' in, a simulator with
ferdhce.configurations Could be
an example of this type, as
Oppbsed to another type referred

, to /as a"transfer" experiMeht. j

&,/ .(85e a1so,7 NSFER XPERIMENT,;
QUASI-TRANS R.EXPERIMENT)'.'

4.
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/

PRINCIPLE OF PROPORTIONAL
FREQUENCIES

,

A necessary and sufficient condi-
tion that the main effects of
two factors Lie uncorrelated is .

that the levels of one factor
occur with each of the levels
of the .other factor with pro-
portional (not necessarily
,equal) frequency.

QUAST7TRANSFER EXPERIMENT : This is a transfer. experiment 'in-
which performance is never .
measured under realistic, i.e.,', :!:!

' ! non-Simulation,-(Conditions
- For pilot traininthis means,

that the experiment woUldA.n- ,v
Clude no post-training :peiod.
in which perfbrmance was mea-
sured in the aircraft. Instead

,
.

an alternate simulation oonfigu .i

'. ration would-be employed to ,p

! 'represent flight conditions.
' j .(SeealsoiTRANSFER.EXPERINENT

PERFORMANCE EXPERIMENT). - \ .

I

, /i

i,REpUCTTONISTIC r A philosophic point of view in
,

the 'conduct of behavioral ex-,
. , ..

i periments that.advocates'reaud-
I

,

.
ing the variables in an experi-
ment to the, smallest number
possible. In .its extreme form

(

the experiment is
one rOahich a single factor.'
is varied and all,,:-other sources
of varianCe are held.constant.
This OdlosOphy 1.; in direct,'
opposition to the holistic .

philosophy. . (See,also HOLISTIC) .

RESOLUTION

78

A design ofuresolutibn" R is one
in :which no p=factor effect is
confounded with any other ef-.
fect containing6fewer than R-p
factors. The resolution of'a
design is noted by the appro-
priate Roman numeral as a sub-
script in the fractional.fac-
toriar'designation, e.g.,
78-4 design. A.design of
'TV
Resolution III does not con-
found main 'effects with one
another, but does confound
theM with two-factor interac-
tions. A design pfResplution IV.
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RESOLUTION (Continued) isolates main effects from one
another and from two factor
interactions, but' the
factor interactions are aliased
in stringS. A design of Reso-
lution V isolates all main ef-
fects and all twofactor inter-
actions from,ohe another. In
all screening designs, main
effects and two-factor inter-
actions are confcunded with
higher order effects. (See.

carp, FRACTIONAL FACTORIAL
DESIGN; SCREENING DESIGN).

RESPONSE SURFACE METHODOLOGY This refers to a particular
strategy introduCed and pro-
moted,by G:E.P. Box and.asso-
ciates for conducting.experi7
ments-to_obtain an equation

___ representing the response mUlti-
function, or surfarje. 4It is
not a deSign, per se, bUt the
judicious .use.of,principles of
blocking, fractional factorials,
and tests of model adequacy in
a' way that insures an accurate
representation of performance
within the experimental space
at minimal data collection cost

.As used in this.reportt it refers
to a saturated Or nearly-sat-
urated fractional fadtorial
design capable of handling a

i large .number offactors.- These-
dpsigns are all of the form,'
'2'-1)'geherally of-Resolution
III or. IV. . The initial infor--
oration is first eVSTuated before
subsequent data are collected,
the .purpose being only to-iden-
tifY-the critical factors within
a larger candidate group.' Addi-
.tiOnal tata must be collected'
ordinarily to meet a second and.
separate purpose,'defining the
response Surfade. (S6e also,.
FRACTIONAL FACTORIAL DESIGN; .

-RESOLUTION). ,------,

SCREENING DESIGN
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SERIALLY BALANCED SEQUENCE
DESIGN

7

!SINGLE FACTOR EXPERIMENT

I TRANSFER EXPERIMENT

TREND-ROBUST EFFECTS

A modified change-over design
for isolating direct and
residual effects, in ,which the
necessary balance -:-balance occurs with
in the extended number of
trials run by .a single subject.
This contrasts with the change-
over design in which the bal-
ance is obtained among several
subjects each tested: on fewer
trials. (See also CHAUGE-OVER
DESiGNS)..

This refers to the, type of ex-
periment proposed by the
Reductionist. AS used in this
report, it need not be for one
factor, but for any small
number which is a seriously
incomplete numberof the po-
tentially critical factors
affecting the particular per-
formance. See also REDUCTION-
JSTIC),

80

In contract with a performance
experiment, as used here, this
refers to experiments in which
interest centers on, the resi-
dual effects-that practice- on
one set of conditions has
on. the performance of a ..second
set which follows, ;.(See also,.
PERFORMANCE EXPERIMENT; QUASI -
TRANSFER EXPERIMENT).

Designs exist that isLate linear,
quadratic, and/or cubic trend
effects from experinientaktef-
lects of .intera4t. 4xampies of
trend effec. 7 are subject
learning, or equipment drift
over time. A trend-robust ef7
fect is "one which is\ not bi-
ased, or only minimally biased,
blPtrends.running_through the
data.

":1


